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College Republicans play host to North
Senate hopeful
rallies support
in Taylor Hall

"The government allows you to make a
profit; you just don't get to keep any of it. "
- Oliver North, Republican candidate for Senate

Elections make
waves in Clean
Up Congress

by Chris Tieman
staj[writer

by Greg Froom
staff writer

U.S. Senate candldat~ Oliver North was
gree1ed with a standing ovation from most of
the 120 students packing the room in Taylor
Hall in his brief visit to JMU Monday evening.
North, the Republican nominee in Virginia's ·
three-way Senate race. was a guest speaker of
tbe JMU College Republicans. Student
supporters of North were not atone.
The meeting advertised in Monday's
Bree~t. was initially planned by College
Republicans to include members only.
Due to public advertisements of 1he
meeting, members of the CoUege Republicans
could not close the meeting to non-members.
Alan MacNutt, JMU director of public
safety. said 120 people were allowed into lhe
meeting due to fire hazard regulations.
About 20 student proponents of Chuck
Robb, the Democratic incumbent. as well as a
few students in favor of independent candidate
MarsbaU Coleman were also in attendance.
"Tbe support was phenomenal," JMU
College Republicans President Scou Pinsker
said despite the opponents of North who also
showed up to the meeting. "An amazing
number of students came out to support 1heir
candidate," he said.
In a recent WHSV-TV 3 poll of voters in lhe
Shenandoah Valley, North is leading lhe race,
getting 47 percent of the voters. Robb received
28 percent of tbe votes, whi l e Coleman
finished a distant third.
North discussed several aspects of his
platform, including his goals to fight special
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The mission of JMU's chapter of Clean Up
Congress is in dispute, foUowing an election
whlch lhe group's founder called "slacked."
A meeting took place Wednesday between
leaders of Clean Up Congress, the group's
faculty adviser and an assistant director of
student activities.
Ellen Parsons, assistant director of student
activities for organizations and leadership
development, said the meeting was held to
discuss several issues relating to Clean Up
Congress.
Parsons satd several options for resolutions
were brought up which will be discussed at the
group's meeling tonight, and she expects the
group will resolve its differences 1hen.
She declined 10 commen1 on what was
discussed in the meeting and what the aciUal
options were.
The state organization of Clean Up
Congress was founded in 1990 to endorse
candidates and oppose candidates based upon
environmental issues. JMU's chapter was
founded thi s semes1er by senior Brian
McEntire after he worked for the sLate
organization lhis summer.
Since there is no major environmental issue
in this election. the state organization of Clean
Up Congress decided to oppose Oliver North
because ..he is a candidate not acceptable to
Virginians" due to bis record of lying 10
Congress. McEntire said.
Sophomore Ty Cobb, Clean Up Congress'
newly elecled presidenl, said he would like 10
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Aa Oliver North apeaka
In Taylor Hall Monday
night, about 10..15 JMU
students came out
proteatlng the
Republican candidate
by waving signa,
booing and chanting.
PHOTOS BY MIKE HEFFNER/photo tditor

JMU expects to enroll15,000 students by 2004
by Mike Heffner
senior writer
In response to a projected illCrease of 80,000 coUege students
statewide, JMU plans to expand enrollment to about 15,000
students by the year 2004.
Plans for expansion at JMU primarily revolve around the
College of Integrated Science and Technology. said Linwood
Rose. executive vice president of JMU.
'1'he total eoroUment and facilities expansion is designed to
be addressed by CISAT," Rose said. "All of that growth, the
15,000 students, is anticipated to occur in CISAT. There is no
plan to funber tax the facilities that are on the 1raditional
campus."
The expansion of enrollment lhrough CISAT is JMU 's
method of dealing with an estimaled 25 percent increase in
higher education enrollment throughout Virginia.
Mike McDowell, spokesman for the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia, said the Center for Public Service
es1imates an additional 80,000 Virginians currently in
elementary and secondary schools wiU want to attend state
colleges and universities by 2004.
While a 40,000 studetu Increase was built into a 1992 general
obligation bond for Virginia higher education, the other 40,000

l

students were unexpected by SCHEY and the General
Assembly.
McDowell also said SCHEY and lhe General Assembly
won'l tell the various colleges and universilies what to do.
Rather. they prefer that each inslitution create "their own niche"
and decide whal's best for i1.
According to Rose, JMU's expansion plans have been in the
works si nce 1988. when a report from the Governor's
Commission on 1he University of the 2 1st Century flrs1 spelled
out the need for increased enrollmenl.
"The bottom line is we projecled that enrollment growth was
going to occur," Rose said. "If it's going to occur. how can we
best position the instilution to financially meet the needs of
lhose students? CISATwas the vehicle that was used for lhaL"
Associate Vice Presidenl for studenl affairs AI Menard said
CISAT has been successful in obtaining funds because it was
congruenl with what the state wanted 10 accomplish "You don't
do this in a vacuum. You don't just stand up there [in
Richmond] and huff and puff and say we need more money."
Along with CJSAT at JMU. olher new programs at Radford
and Old Dominion University received more funding during lhe
last General Assembly session, a move Rose said is an
indication of the state's desire 10 suppon innovation in higher
educallon.

'The new programs that were funded a1 Radford, JMU and
ODU were jus1 1hat, new programs." he said. " I don't think
there's any question that the governor and General Assembly
were looking for some different approaches to academic
programs and I hat we did beuer because CISAT was an option.··
Many parts of the campus infrastruclure are attempting to
plan for the upcoming increases in enrollment in various ways.
According to Alan Cerveny. associate vice president of
s1uden1 affairs, the admissions office would have 10 account for
the I5.000 students, a 32 percenl increase from fall 1994 totals
of 11 ,539 students.
A side effect of 1hc innux of Virginian students may be lhat
ou1-of-state students could have a harder time getting accepted
al JM U. Currently the ratio of Virginian to oul-of-state students
is 65 percent to 35 percent. a percentage that Cerveny hopes to
maintain.
" If the ratio is changed, it will probably be because of an
ex1emal mandate upon us," Cerveny said. "I lhink we're going
10 constantly have a tremendous interest in us from out of stale.
but it would mean thai we would have to become much more
selective."
Increasing the numbers of students admitted 10 JMU could
affeclthe housing situation on campus as well.
STUDENTS page 7
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Senior Briln llcEnllre, founder of CleM Up
aeka Olver North a~ about the
conbovwwy .,._.,.hie..,. Md the College ~••• Some CIMn
ae..,.ct thllt
their MWty elec1ed ~ . . plotting to ct.~g~
club'a focw from Ita
podlon.

up-...,..
••11-North

interest groups, cut wasteful
ipe"'tina -s brill& about a c1wtae ln
Washington. Additionally, tbe
conservative former Marine
discuaed his positioa reprding the
promotion of small businesses,
military apendina and tuea.
"Profit is oot a four-leUer word,"
North saki. '1be gov~ allows
you to make a profit; you jllll don' t
act to keep any of it"
North said tbe Republicans
support a flat w. which would tax
all breadwinners at the same rate. He
opposes the capital gains tax whJch
he said discourages competition.
On the military front, Non.h, an
ex-Marine who served in Vietnam,
criticized the Clinton administration
for its sharp cutbacks in national
defense spending. According to
Nonh, doubtJ over national defense
have escalated in a period of
worldwide tension.
North said 70,000 def~related
jobs will be lost in Virginia alone due
to military cutbacks by the current
edministratJon. About two miUtary
ships aod I S,OOO defense personnel
are beingloat every month, he said.
"'lbe defense cuts are ex<:e$Sive,"
he said. " This is DOt a new world
order, it's a new world disorder."
North also discussed his
opposition to Preaident Clinton's
handling of aln'elll invasion of Haiti,
argulna the administration is not
meetina the intleral of Americans.
"I do DOt tblot It wu ritbl to riU:
American troops in Haiti," North
said. "1t defies all JotPc, allrusoo...
For aevenlltlldeab, wbelber they
supported or opposed North, the
daanoe to bear fint-.b lnd the political

figure express his views was an
Cllperieoce.
Freabman Ricky Johnson, a
private-first-class in the Marine
Rcservea, now supports North after
listening to the candidate apeak
Monday evening.
"Wben I first beard. I was a little
akeptical," he said. "But after hearing
his ideas. it pve me a much better

opinjon."
Like the much-maligned Senate
race, the focus of the meetlns
swerved !rom issues of the stan and
stripes to the candidates' scars and
stJUgglea.
Senior Brian McEntire. founder of
the JMU chapter of Clean Up
Congress, doubts the Republican's
honesty. The sole purpose of Clean
Up Congress this year, according to
McEntire, Is to keep North from
winning the Senate race.
''We do not feel [North) has
shown the integrity to fairly represent
the people of Virginia." he said.
McEntire also brought up
questions concernina advertisement
funding of North's campaign,
especially over large amounts of
funds collected by the North
campaign, which are substantially
largec thin monies collected from the
two other campaigns.
North argued that 87 percent of
paychecks donated to the campaign
were written for less than $30.
Accordinl to North, incumbent Robb
receives about 10 political action
committees (PAC) dollars for every
one PAC dollar of his campaip.
_ "We
are
a
arass-roots
orpniution, witb .,........oou energy
and a;nu-roots activiau," North said.
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officcra admitted to him tbey were indeed

change the mission of the group from being
strictly anti-North to focusing on educating
voters about the senatorial candidates and the
U.S. Congress as awbole.
"We're not here to endone OlUe Nonh,"
Cobb said "We're here to eclJcate people!'
During the fourth Clean Up Congress
meetinJ, elections were held for officers.
Before the meeting tbat held elections, Cobb
and McEntire both said that they agreed that
Cobb would be a better nominee for president
than McEntire since McEntire is from
Ma.ssachusens and Cobb is from Virginia.
The other elected officers are: Lee Shirkey,
viee president; Richard Jenkins, treasurer; and
AIUson Schempf. secretary.
Cobb said after being elected,"l soon
discovered lhe limited scope of the group and
was disappointed by iL" He said he and other
members then began working to change the
focus of the group.
When the officers began speaking about
changing the group's focus, McEntire said be
became suspidous thatlbey were members of
College Republicans. He added that the

eone,e Republicans.

... wu tricked out of power. I, being an
honest peraon, didn't believe that this could
happeD," Mc&dre uid. addiq that be dkl DOt
know that pro-Ncrtb Colqe Rqlubliclns b8d
infiltnlled tbe poup.
Olbb denied IUt tbete was any foul play in
lbe Sept. 13 elect.Jona. '1 was elected fairly.
The members wanted me as president and
voted for me unanimously." be said.
Tbe meeting was not fiUed with College
Republicans in an attempt to alter the outcome
of the elections, Cobb said
McEntire said the resulu of the election
were "so unreal .. . it made me laugh."
He blamed the outcome of the election on
corruption in lhe administration of JMU's
CoUegc RepubUcans. •
..I think it was a weU-orcbestrated event,"
McEntire said. He said he believed the
takeover was planned ..at the top" by College
Republicans' administration.
Tbe allegations are "absolutely ridiculous,"
Cobb said. He said neither be nor any of the
other officers were instructed by College

RepublicaDI to take over the group. Cobb said
be is a Republican and bu attended College
Republicaoa moetinp.
Cobb said be joined Ciean Up eo..grcu on
aood faidl and was not involved ill any type of
conspincy. He said be spent time witb tbe
group distdbuting anti-North Uterature and
supporting the ~811 apiDSt North.
Cobb Mid he 1Upported Jim MiUer in the
Republican primaries and is not a defmite
supporter of North.
Junior Matt Kensky, a founding member of
JMU's chapter of Clean Up Congress, Slid the
number of College RepubUcans involved in the
group rose steadily since the first meeting.
"I lmow of three College Republicans who
were at our first meeting. Maybe ha1f of the
second meeting was College Republicans," he
said.
Kensky said there were "a lot or new faces"
at the meeting before the elections..
Clean Up Con~s· constitution states th81
anyone who anends a meeting automatically

becomes a member.
A constirudooal tedtnicality has stopped the
officers-elect from taking control or the group.

McEntire said. Since Clean Up Conrreas'

cooatitution was DeVa" l'llified by the poop' •
membcn, the Office of SIUdeat Activitiea hu
declared the elections ..null and void,"
McBntirc said
Cobb said be wu ..surprised" to find out
that the elections could be nullified due to
problema with the constiiDtioD.
"Mc:Eotire bas said that be wlllll bia poup
bact," Cobb said. "I wu elected. It's our
group. I hope Mr. McEntire will respect the
derooc::nbc process."
Once the controversy is settled, McEntire
said, the sroup wil1 return. to its original
mission- preventing Nonh from becoming
VlrJinia's next senator.
He said the group will endorse tbe candidate
who is perceived as having the best chance of
defeating North, wiU support democracy, aood
government and tbe defense of the
Constitution.
Clean Up Congress is pJannipg to band out
information about North's d(gressions and
stage anti-North rallies on campus and in the
community, he said. The group will also be
registering voters, Ken$ky said.
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Bicycle accidents spark police··c onCerriS
by Crlltle Bnea
asst. news etntor
The HarriJonburg commuJlity bas
experienced two t>icycle fatalldes this
year, more tban have occurred In
previous years, accotding to Sat. Don
farley of the Harrisonburg city
Police Oepanmeot.
The year's bicycle colli sion
statistics increased again after a
bicycle accident Sunday niaht on
JMU property that left one
Harrisooburg boy injured.
Accordin& ro campus police. a 12year-old boy was bicycling south
along the sidewalk on South Main
Street when he cut across K-loc next
to Theatre U and veered into the path
of a car preparing to tum onto Main
Street.
The boy was reportedly taking a
short cur through the parklng lot at
9: 10 p.m. Sunday between Theatre II
and Mike's Mini Mart to his
Maplehurst neigbbomood.
Emergency vehicles reported to
the scene, and the boy was taken to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital for
observation.
Campus police report the driver of
the vehicle, a JMU student, had no
time to stop and was unable to see
the bicyclist because the Theatre 11
building was obstructing the view.
According to Alan MacNutt,
director of JMU public safety. no
charges will be brought against the
driver or the bike rider.
Sophomore Emily ¥aha1Tey. who
was in the front passenger seat of the
vehicle, said Sunday night, "It really
couldn' t be helped." ,
A Harrisonburg police officer who
was at the scene said there have been
other bicycle incidents where the
rider was not properly equipped,

includina ridina without a helmet,
wearina dart clothina at niaht and
noc having a tipt oa the front of the
bicycle.
The officer commented that the
biker was not wearing the proper
clothing or usin& proper equipment
for biking l l ni&flt.
Other accidents this year
involvin& bicyclists have had more
tragic ouroomes.

One 22-year-old Harrisonburg
cyclist was killed in a July accident,.
He was not uslna headlights or
reflectors.
1be cycJjst wu heading west on
the shoulder of East Market Street,
when a Maclc truck struck the cyclist
while trying to avoid a car swerving
into the truck's path.
After being hit by the truck, the
cycliSl was thrown into a speed limit
sign.
The driver of the truck did not
even realize he had struck a cyclist
until he looked in hi s rear-view
mirror, Farley said.
Another accident happened when
a cyclist was traveling north on
Keezletown Road and veered into the
path of a oar going in the same
direction.
The cyclist was ''thrown onto the
windshield , and his upper body
struck a signpost," Farley said.
Neither motor vehicle driver
involved in either accident was
charged.
According to Farley. people who
choose to ride their bikes at rught
should take special precautions to
make their ride safer.
All cycUsts are required by law to
use headlights and reflectors when
riding at night, Farley said.
According to a lMU bicycle
safety pamphlet distributed by

campus police. "every bicycle ridden
between sunset and sunrise must
have a white light on its front with
visibility of at least 500 feet
"The bicycle must have a red
reflector on the rear visible 300 feet
to the rear. A red light visible 500
feet may be used in place of or in
addition to the o=d renector...
Evelyn MiUer, deputy clerk for
Rockingham/Harrisonburg District
Courts said anyone violating bicycle
laws are slapped with a $5 fine and a
$26 processing fee.
The fines for violating bike laws
on the JMU campus are the same for
those who violate the laws off
campus.
According 10 Harrisonburg city
pollee officer lames McCormick,
both Harrisonburg and JMU police
departments enforce the same state
codes. or rules, when dealing with
bicycle violations.
Farley had some tips for bicyclists
who ride at nighL
He suggested that riders wear
light-colored clothing and a reflective
vest to make themselves more visible
to night drivers.
"If you' re on a bike without lights
or reflectors, you've got a death
wish," Farley said.
In addition, cyclists are prohibited
by law from riding with earphones,
he said.
Because bicycles are considered
motor vehicles, cyclists must follow
the same rules as cars and trucks,
Farley said.
..If you are traveling on the street,
you must obey the same signs as
motor vehicles," he said.
Farley said that mos t bicycle
accidents "are due to crossing
railroad tracks improperly and
bicycle driver inattention."

.

C.RAIG NEWMAN!stnlor phorogrophtr

Rick Biller, university pollee patrolman, surveys the scene of an
accident Involving a bicycle and • vehicle Sunday nlghl

Va. governor ties funding to restructuring efforts
by Cyndy Liedtke
news editor
Higher edllcation could be spared from 6tate
budget cuts If institutions can show they are
serious about restructuiing.
Gov. George Allen issued a statement
Monday indicating that public colleges and
universities will not receive acron-tbe>board
cuts if they become more efficient.
All state agencies must submit budget
reduction plans of 2, 4 or 6 percent by Oct. 17.
But Allen said in his statement, "It is important
to note that these reduction proposals wiU not
be imposed if a college or university bas
submitted a satisfiiCIOry restructuring plan."
Linwood Rose, JMU executive vice
preaidenl. said, "We're obviously pleased tbe
governor is recopizina that institutions are
putting efforts Into restructuring and
reallocating fuDds inlanally."
He added, '1t would send tbe wrong signal
to higher educ:ation to impose further
reductions at this time."
The governor's statement emphasized
efficiency and concentrating funding on
..academica ndber than wutefUI ovetbead and
administrative costs." Allen &aid some schools
had already begun to do this, proving it is
possible to achieve efficiency without any
reduction to the quality of higher education.
Mite McOoweU, spokesman for the State
Council of Higher ~oo for Virginia, said,
..We feel the aovernor's remarks add even
more imponance to re:strUCtUri.nc-" He .&led it
is very difficult to reatruc:ture while also
bracina for budaet c:uu, and tbe aovemor' s
stataneat gives iDsbtutions the opportullity to
"'rally crealively racruccure."

________________ ___ -·--·_..

---------·-
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SCHBV and the State Department of restructuring is that each Institution will be
Education are currently reviewing restructuring responsible for changing appropriate to its
reports from aU Slate colleges and universities.
mission," he said.
He added that all the insti tutions are
Recommendations on these reports will be
given to the governor and the General
reinventing themselves and said restructuring is
Assembly in November or December.
a "work in progress."
According to
McDowell, these
Long-term cost savings c reated by
recommendations will be a factor in bow much restructuring are also at the heart of a SCHEV
money an institution could receive when the proposal that requests additional money for
governor and the General Assembly make final
higher education during the 1995-96 fiscal
year.
budget decisions
-----------------The two-year
nextyear.
budget the General
Last March, $23
W
Assembly originally
million
were
restored to the
approved last March
higher education
provides s 15 million
less for the second
budget with the
fiscal year, 1995-96,
understanding that
all state schools
or the biennium than
the first. 1994-95.
would
institute
restructuring plans.
At
SCHEV' s
Allen's statement
Tuesday meeting in
this weet forces the
Virainia Beach, the
schools
to go
counci l voted to ask
the General Assembly
through with the
plans in order to
Linwood Rose to add SlS million to
maintain funding.
the 1995-96 higher
"This critical
1MU executive vice president education budget in
order to give equal
funding was not
restored to be
funding to both years of the biennium.
squandered on bloaled administrative costs or
McDowell said this is so institutions can
indefensible overbead expenses." the governor continue to restructure. Many institutions are
wrote.
usina technology in their quests to restructure.
Allen's stalement said this restructuring for These initiatives are up front costs that will
grater efficiency was necessary in order to
equal long-term savings, he said.
keep tuition nileS from slcyroclceting.
The money would also allow institutions to
McDowell said SCHEV and the General enhance classes and the delivery of services
Asaembly have no ioteotioo of telling schools while cootjnuing the restructuring process,
how to restructure. '"The express intent of McDoweU said.

''It ould send
• [
the wrong stgna

to higher
education to
im:posefurther
reductions at this time. "

..

JM U is not impacted as much as other
schools by this plan, however, because its
money from the state actually increases In the
second year of the biennium by $386, I00 for a
total of $32,415.654.
Rose said that while JMU supports the plan
for the entire system. the uni versity is not
affected.
Although JM U cou ld receive up to
$150,000 more if the General Assembly agrees
to SCHEY's request, Rose speculated that the
money will be directed to institutions who were
set to lose a lot of state funding in 1995-96.
The state council al so decided at the
meeting to request funding from the General
Assembly that will go directly to faculty
members' pockets.
The request asks for about $14 m.iiJjon, if
the money is available, to restore faculty
salaries to the 60th percentile. nationally.
The council would like to restore the
salaries in order to attract and retain faculty,
McDowell said It is difficult to be competitive
in recruiting faculty when salaries are below
average, he said
McDowell said the state spent most of the
1980s trying to get faculty salaries above the
national average, but budget cuts have caused
the salaries to drop to the lower 25 percent of
the national average.
According to Th~ Chronic/~ of Higher
Eds4cation AlmlJIIIJC Iss~. the national averaae
full-time facu lty salary for public
comprehensive institutions was $45,000 in
1993-94.
At JM U, the average faculty salary for
1993-94 was $44,086, according to the 1993·
94 Starutical S&IIMJIITY.
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UPB e~encing technical difficulties
Tbe Univentay Propam 80a'd
haa beell hevinc leehoicat dilfk:ulliel
witb newly lnllalled equipment,
causing sound and projecrion
problems durlna recent movies
shown in Grafton-Stovall Tbearre,
UPB film Chairperson M1re Balpvy
said.
Sound sysrem problems caused
unexpected lnrerruptlons during the
showing of the movie "The Crow"
two weeks 1110, be said.
"With our new soand system,
16mm films don't really work thai
well. We don't have a supea- surround
stereo system," Balpvy said.
"We tried to use the sound on one
proJector, and it was so bad that we
had to stop the film and switch
projectors," be said.
According to assistant director of
the Office of Student Activities
David Barnes, a new automation
system, new projectors, sound
equipment and new lights were
installed into the theater during the
summer or 1993.
"The problems we have been
havina are not personnel related."
Barnes said.
"The projectionists are doing
everything ~hey should be doing
correctly, and UPB is not doing
anything wrong.
"The problem is the way the
system was engineered and
installed,.. he said.
The problems have been affecting
tbe automation system, among other
things. The faulty automation system

TODD LAPLANTEI.rto.(fphotogrophtr

Senior Elizabeth Groa, who worb for the University Program Board, reels up the movie ' Maverick'
on Saturday night for a ahowtng In Gnrtton-Stovall Theatre.

has been causing breaks between
movie reels.
''Tb$.way it's supposed to work,"
Barnes'said, .. is the music will be
playing, and you push a button -the
lights go down. the curtains open, the
projector starts and then the next
projector Sl.8lt8 at the end of that reel.

So, it's just like being in a movie
theater." The system, he said, has not
worked well since it was put in.
According to Barnes. the system
was installed by outside consultants
through state purchasing. To have
repairs done student activities must
go through state procedures.

SGA's first debate focuses
on leadership conference
by Lisa DeaDy
SGA reporter
Student Government Auociatioo
their fust taste of debate
at their meetina Tuesday in the
WarrenHalJHigblandsRoom.
The senate debated for almost 40
minutes on how to choose a senator
to go to an annual leadenbip
conference In San Dieao. Calif. on
Nov.4-6.
Bach year the senate norninatei
senators to attend the conference
with SOA cucutive board members.
The senators nominated to go are
voted on by the eotiJe . . _
Because the senators could not
come to an qreemeru on a method
for nominating and votina and the
deadline for plane reservation is
soon. the senate dccldcd to make the
selection by an applicatjon process.
Senators wiD submit applications
to me Executive Council who will
mlb the decision by Sepc. 30.
San Dieao State University is
sponroring the National Conference
on Scudeftt Services.
According to SGA President Jen
Mabe, the SGA bas sent the
executive board and one aenator to a
leadership conference for the past
seven years.
The conference SOA members
will atteod this year bu a format
differeat from rbe ones they bave
atteaded in previous years, Mabe
said.
5eOil«S
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Bt:CKY MUU.ICAN/nqffpltotographtr

Commutllr MMIIor Joeh Prtngle . . . . lit Tueeday'a SGA meeting
.....,_ eendlng a MNitor to en •nUIII ........,lp conference In
C8llfomlll bec8uM It might be a WMte of money.
On the floor there was heated
debale on wbetber or nor sending a
SCOitor is a wasre of IJlOOe)'.
..Wrmust be careful on how
mucb money we apend on these
conferences. We ACed ro consider
bow fruaal this molley will be,"
commuter Senator Josh PrinJ)e said.

Jennifer Kern, SG,6. treasurer said,
"We are saving money for this trip.
We have already paid for a senator to
JO, and if we don't send a senator,
we wiU lose money."
Pringle was also concerned with
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"We've been in communication
with the two companies that we
contracted with to do this work. [We
have] asked them to come back to
reengineer, reinstall and correct these
problems," Barnes said.
"It hasn't been as much of a 13·
month problem" as a recent problem,

Barnes said.
Since the problems started this
semesre:r, a few temporary repairs for
the projec«>r and sound system have
been made by JMU staff. Barnes
said that. the staff has been able to fix
the sound on one or the projectors.
among other things. •
The fixes have the system
workjng better now, Barnes said, but
they are still awaiting a visit by the
outside consultants to clear up
remaining problems.
According to Barnes, there have
been some misconceptions that the
problems were money related ,
however, he said, that is not the case.
The automated system cost a total
of $195,000. he said.
"It· s not a question of money. It's
that we have to get these people to
come in and fix what they didn't do
correctly in the first place," he said.
The repairs will be a step-by-step
process. The first step w1ll be an
assessment of the problems and will
take place in. hopefully, a few weeks.
Barnes said.
Balgavy SaJd. "I was frustrated as
the UPB film chair to come in this
semester and have these problems.
but everything is running well now.
The last few films shown have gone
reaUy well. We're at the state where
we're looking to improve things."
Both Balgavy and Barnes said
they encoumge students to caJI UPB
with any questions concerning the
system and how it works.
"We'll be glad to give the m
informatlon because it's their theater,
and we want to make it work for
everybody," Barnes said.

Class surveys safety
features, hazards
by Joelle Bartoe

Other hazards included a
splintered
wooden bench beside
staff writer
KeezeJI, a light hidden by a tree on
Though JMU was rated one of the the sidewalk to the Wilson/Maury
safest coUege campuses aod towns in breezeway, a fire bose hookup on
the United States, It may not be as the side of Jackson which is covered
with ivy, rusty chains, connecting
safe as it could be.
poles, and exposed wiring behind
A bealth sciences class. Elements
of Injury Conuol, investigated some vending machines in the Wilson
breezeway.
of the not-so-noticeable dangers
Construction debris behind the
found on campus.
Debra Sutton, assistant professor library, uneven sidewalks, lack of
of health sciences, led her class in an adequate lighting in some areas and
"Injury control scavenger hunt"
broken glass or spiUs on the ground
StudentS were given the caused by accidents or overflowing
assignment to find 15 safety features trash receptacles round out the list of
on campus as well as 15 potential hazards.
Dick Garber, JMU safety
hazards based solely on their own
engineer, said he is not surprised that
observations.
Acoording to Suuon, the purpose these things exist. yet he said that
of this project was to increase repairing possible hazards is a
awareness of everyday hazards and · continuous effon on campus.
"We are constantly inspecting
show that a "safe campus" is more
things and constantly replacing
than just one with low crime rates.
"There are many safety them," he said.
Garber said he works under a
considerations, particularly those that
involve
construction
and "preventive maintenance program" in
maintenance of residence halls that order to find and repair hazardous
items as quickly as possible.
need to be addressed if you' re truly
Just recently, Garber said there
going to reflect being one of the
safest campuses in the U.S.," Sutton has been masonry work done on the
Bluestones, repairs have been made
said.
Some of the potential hazards the on the sidewalks by Wilson and four
students discovered include loose holes that were found on the Quad
bricks in the walkway to the library.
have just been filled.
untrimmed tree limbs, exposed roots
" I spend one day a week just
on the Quad, loose gravel on the walking around looking at things like
sueet in front of Burruss, an open
the pavement and the stair treads and
hole in the ground in front of Burruss steps,.. said Garber.
and a loose lamp cover aJong the
sidewalk on the Quad.
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DININfi
DIGBS'f
SuriDAYI OCT. 2 - SATURDAYI OCT. 8
Monday 10/3
Oa1meal Scrambled Eu~
Hubbrown Potatoes. Bacon
Pancakes
Vecmblc Beef Soup
Chtekcn Brcut Stuffed wuh
Broccoli
Rtcc Ptlaf. Pcu .t Ontnn.\
Bacels. DaniSh

Tuesday 10/4

Wednesday 10/5

Thursday 10/6

Endlilad& Sauc:e
MutcanCom
Green Beans

Mtnnesota Wild Rtc:e Soup
Chtd:en Nuueu
BBQ Bcc:f SandWICh
Sc:allopcd Pocatoc:s
Broccoli Spears
Broiled TomAtoa

Creun of Tomato Soup
Taco Sa114
Gnlled Ham .t Swtu
Sandwtdl
ltefried Beans
Green Beans
Mixed Vcccablc:s

Cram of Mulhtoom Soup
PhtUy Chcac Stalt Sandwtdl
Vqcunan \.uqlla
Curly Fries
Peas
Ratatoutllc

Vccetartan Burrito

Veccunan Paella

Vqwrlan Tac:o Sa'*!

Vqcablc Lo Mtm

Vqcunan Chtli
B«f l Bean Bumto
Chteken cl 8 t$CU1t Cauc:rolc

Saturday 1018

Friday 1017
P~ry Com Olowlkr
PIZD
TW11 Noodle Ca.uerolc
0ruon R•rcs
Green 8calls
Cauhnowcr au Gntun

Frendl Onion Soup
Chtdtc:n FIJtlls
Mac:aront .t Cheev
Steak Fncs

COUKOUS wflll Tomatoa .t.

Vqcurian Srufled Peppers

Broccoll
Mtacd Veamhlcs

Chidqlcas

Herb Baked Chte~cn
Rout Pork
Rosemary Red Potatoes
CombrcadSNtrllll
BroccohSpcars

Frted Quc:kcn
Beef StrOJUIOff
£a Noodles
Carrou
Spin.adl

Tu Mea Lasaana

8cc:( ct

Calz.ooc
Turkey TctraUJni
Mart~~~t~ SIIIClC

Vcacublc sur Fry
Cttnll Clucken
1 . - Scict.y Ria

New York S111p St.cak

Chlc:ken Tcnyakt

Soulbwala'll Rotaucne

CbecM SaltW Shlelll

Peu

Canoes

Chic:kal

S...Noodle:s

Japaoac Ml.aed Vq«ablcs

Babel Pvcuoa
Broccoli Cta
Hetbad Milted Squuh

Caulinowcr

OfiealaJ MI.Ud Vet~Qblcs
CI'IJ!bmy Glued Camlcs

v ccecarhn Knish

Vcccw1an Eu Rolls

Powo Bar

Vqc&~bk

SIIICCkraUI
SteWed Apples

BBQ Rtbs
F tied auc:ten
Baked 8calls
SOUibem Cine~ Beans
Com On tbc Cob

Cbow Mctn

Pauto Bar

Meat Loaf. Mulled Potatoes
Gnt "Y. Green Beans

Frank Bar

Cin11c:d Caltfornb Chlekcn
Baked POUtoCS. Broccoli

Beef FIJIIU

S 17S

$3.75

s 2.2J

s 4.$0

s 4 .$0

Garden

Qwche

OPENING BREAKFAST SPECIALS!
--EB~S EYEMONDAYFRIDAY 7:JO - 10 A.M.
$1 COMBOS! .99 BELGIAN WAFFLES!

YES! TH~ STEAKHOIJSE IS
OPEN AND WAITING FOR YOIJ!
THE STEAKHOUSE GOES ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND
AROUND THE \\ORLD THIS YEAR ""'TH A ROTATING SELECTION
OF SPECIALTY MENUS AND THEME NIGHTSI

WARREN BALL • .'ith FLB
MONDAY- FRIDAY
S -7:20P.M.

IN ADOmON TO OUR STANDARD SALAD BAR. GRILLED STEAK

AND CHICKEN ENTREES, VEGETABLES DU JOUR AND DESSERT
SPECIALTIES, ENJOY A VARIETY OF NEW ENTREES.•.

ALL IlEAL PLAN PARTICIPANTS

VIVA ITALIAI

RECEIVE 10 VISITS PER IEIIEITERI
ICI,IIC\\ .110'\' \'\U
• , , . 11 .1. , .... , , I l l 01 1111

:i

f .. \ I ~ I ~ .i t t ;; -7 .i .i

\luutla.' - I •·i cLP

IU

a.111. -

u

I lt.lll

The following Information Ia needed
for MGb permo In the group:
NAME AND SOCIAL SECURITY NUIIBER
,.,... without~ ....... ,......,. . . not be~

GUE...T RATE: SI.IO (PI• tax)
Dlnlnt DoiMI. Dlnlnl Dolwa GOLD, FL.E)(, :lla1f1~
-..·c.M fiiWI Pet.oMI

'**' _....,

SOUTHWESTERN
.a a.lc:an • IIIIa ad F..... •v.rt Vtg1..._ F.,._

Sl Louie Style . . . . . ~ Cllr

~ 10-14

Nouwtllllr 7 - 11

RAJUD CAJUDI
The..._, •V....,.

NN Ort.na Juz 8'-k • Bcutlan an.t ChlcMn •
O*blr17-21
........,14-11
Grlted &tiM aomt.y •

Pula Big u.mou

rR«k the Ctubah!• Gtwd'a v-... v....-1..

,_.I., Chlcan • T•ldaorl atv.mp
O.t. 24-21

NavlniMr 21, 21-30

:: .

I 1.:! l

'

fH • ~~

J 1' !

I, )

I f
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by N. .Mme LMahland
contributing writer
Despite tbe f.c~lhll Oliver North was on
campus Monday nisht. lbout 70 siUdents and

came to Grafton-Stovall Theaae to hc:ar
the first of a series of visiting scholars.
The guest that evening was J. Maxwell

faculty

Miller who spoke on ..Archaeology and the
Bible," which focused on archaeologic findjngs
and their connection to the Bible.
Diana Edelman , assistant professor of
religion, presided over the lecture, beginning
with an account of Miller's "countless
IICCOmplishments."
Ln addition to his work as a professor of OW
Testament studies at Bmory University, Miller
bas participated in and directed several
archaeololic.al dlp and Is a published author.
He bepn his arcbaeok>lic.al digs in the mid·
1960s as a doctoral student in the area of the
Hebrew Bible.
"Being interesled in history, he realized how
important it was to understand bow material·
culnm:d remains are recovered and processed,"
Edleman said aboul Mil.les".
After being introduced, MILler thanked the
audience for coming out
He explained that, as an archaeologist,
people are ..always coming up to [him] with
rocks. asking if they're from outer space. There
seems to be a fuuy notion as to wbat
archaeology is...
Miller lpeDllhe first part of his presentation
discussing what archeology is all about.
"Defining
archaeology
narrowly .
archaeologists go where people have lived in
times past and scratch through their garbage,"
he said.
"[They are] looking for artifacts, things
fashioned with human lands, and then see wbat
they can learn from these artifacts about the
people:: he said.
The key to th is process begins with
historical geography. he said.
Miller said, "The ancient texts make

7

references to towns. cities, villages and valJeys
by. or course, their ancient names.
"Arcbaeologisu explore the countryside and
find bills, 10wns and valleys, and the rums of
these. The Irick is to put the two together," he
said, referring to the ancient texts and the
places.
Dividing his speech into three sections. he
began with historical geography, then moved to
epigraphy, which is the study that deals with
deciphering, interpreting and classi fyin g
inscriptions, and ended with Literary text.
He concluded his presentation with a slide
show from some of his archaeological digs.
One of the more difficult aspec ts of
archeology involves geopphy, Miller said.
He explained that before archaeologists can
excavate biblical sites and understand what
happened there, they must locate the place.
Some are fairly obvious. Uke Betblehem and
Jerusalem. which have held on to their original

name.
However, according to Miller, about 75
percent of the names mentioned in the Hebrew
Bible are not the DimeS used today.
"If you loot in the back of your Bible at the
map, you bave to take into account that some
of the locations are not oettain," he said.
Miller explained that archaeologists are
usually given t.tle credit for finding correlations
between artifactS and history.
"Yet. the archaeologist simply dug up rocks,
walls, howes and temples," Miller added.
He ended his speech by saying that he did
not mean to "debunk" archaeology in any way.
Miller explained the connection between
archaeology and the Bible needs to be done
"with balance.
"We need to understand that the main value
of archaeology ... of the documents that have
been found ... and of the geographical studies
is that it helps us to understand the general
st.age against whkh we read our biblical text,"
be said.
The reactions to Miller's speech varied.
Sophomore Dan 'Monaco said, " I thought

ROGER WOUZNBERGfJUJffpMtotrophlr

As pert of the Visiting Scholars lecture series, J . Maxwell Miller gives a speech on
'Archaeology and the Bible' In Gl"llfton-Stovall Theatre Monday night.
anthropology department said. "I expected
initially that this might be a lecture on direct
something perhaps a bit more controversial
correlations between sites and actions in the
about the relationship between evidence and
Bible and his personal views. I thought he
interpretation."
might give us more on specifics of the history.
Michael Allain, from the English
"II seemed like this was just the history of
department commented that Miller did "an
archaeology. OnJy some of the stuff related to
excellent job of letting the audience know what
the Bible," Monaco said.
archaeology is all about.
" I really enjoyed it," Violet Allain,
'The main point that I got from the lecture
professor of secondary education and school
was that this is what archaeologists really do,"
administration. said.
Allain said. ''They don't necessarily go off
"He was an excellent speaker. I'm sorry
finding the exotic things we see in movies or
more people didn't take advantage of it," she
read about in Tim~ magazine or in the pseudo·
said.
documentaries on T.V."
Andrea Wiley of the sociology and

Valley forllls econolllic partnership Students-----continued from page 1

by WUI Cannines
contributing writer
JMU bas been chosen as the
hcadquaners for a rqional economic
partnership that will encourage
businesses to corH to the
Shenandoah Valley and wiU benefit
this university a1 the same time.
According to Jackson E. Ramsey,
djrector of the Center for Business
and Economic Development in the
College of Business, JMU was
chosen mostly because all of the
counties and ci ties within the
partnership can trust JMtJ to be an
objective mediator.
Ramsey said, ''Local governments
have a problem . They are often
suspicious of each other.
"If you had a likely business
wanting to locate and they called one
government. would in fact all of the
information gel passed on to alJ the
others? So the partnerShip contacted
JMU and asked if they would be
interested in being the headquarters
for the group."
As the healdquarters, all polCDlial
businesses recruited by the
pannenhip wiU come through JMU
for ioformMion and to deal with the
individual city and county
governmeoU. he said.
JMU, with tbo backing of JMtJ
President Ronald Carrier, wbo has
lon& been an enthuaiudc aupponer
of economic development, agreed,
Ramley lAid.
1be partnenhip Is composed of

the cities of Buena Vista,
Harrisonburg, Lexington, Staunton
and Waynesboro. The counties of
Augusta, Bath, Highland, Rockbridge
and Rockingham are also included.
A.coording to a st.atement from the
Va. Department of Economic
Development, the partnership, if it
works properly, should bring
economic growth to the Shenandoah
Valley aru. It should bring not only
jobs but higher paying jobs. The
partnership should encourage
regional economic development
cooperation , marketing and
visioning, according to the statement
'The idea for the partnership was
first conceived by Gov. George Allen
during his campaign for the top state
seat.

When he became governor. he
began to start a program for
economic and job development in
Virginia, according to a statement
from tbe economic development
depamnenL

Allal first broke the state into 18
economic regions and appointed a
Governor's Regional Economic
Development Advisory Council
wbicb Carrier and Ramsey were
appointed to by tbe governor to
encourage cities to work togdher for
economic growth, according to the
~

lo tbe Sbenandoah Valley the five
cities aod five counties bad already
.a.ted wortdJJa toptber on their own
Earlielt wu Spring 94 prior to the
council. The gqvernor' s office was

contacted and told of their
partnership so the governor put the
I 0 governments into their ow n
region. Ramsey said.
During the summer of 1994 the
five cities and five counties held a
couple of planning meetings. All of
the localities agreed to take pan in
the regional effort, and thus the
Shenandoah Valley Economic
Development Partners hip was
formed, Ramsey said.
A steering committee, which is
composed of I 0 people, is in charge
of getting the partnership going and
developing the activities. While right
now this committee is the only one
actively involved in the partnership,
they may decide to form other
committees once the partnership gets
off the ground.
One person was formall y
appointed by each of the I0 separate
governments, except for tbe city of
Harrisonburg and the county of
Rockingham, wbo appointed the
same person to the committee and
then Ramsey as the JM U
repraentative.

Some of the activities that have
been determined so far include
setting up eledronic communication
between tbe I 0 governments. The
cities and counties want E-mail to
connect them all, Ramsey said.
The cities and counlies also want
to begin regional advertising.
"Locate your business in the
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In the Orfice of Residence Life,
director Jim McConnel is looking at
eliminating the option for transfer
students to li ve on-campus if they
request it in order to avoid a housing
shortage.
For this fall. 250 out of the 300
requests by transfers for campus
housing were granted.
· ''Next year what we may have to
do is refer even more [transfers] to
the off.campus option," McConnel
said. "1 think that would certainly be
the first step."
The freshman class of 1995 is
projected to be about 2600 students,
up 300 from this year.
ORL's future optlon s Include
possibly utilizing the Howard
Johnson's and Days Inn on Port
Republic Road for additional
housing, though McConnel said this
was not even on the table for
discussion at the present time.
Also, future students may not be
guaranteed on-campus bousing for
four years. something current policy
allows.
1bat's a sort of a guarantee that
they 've come to JMU with,"
McConnel s aid, "and we want to
continue to honor that for as long as
we can. The impact on our current
students would be mimimal."
The first residence hall on the
CISAT campus will hold over 400
students, but it wiU not be completed
until fall 1997. according to
McConnel.
Randy Mitchell, director of

student acdvities, is optimistic about
the increased possibilities a larger
student body could provide for JMU.
"Student activities comes from
students,'' Mitchell said.
"The more students you have. the
more ideas that are out there. the
more clubs that are generated. It
would add more diversity , more
c ulture, more activity , and more
excitement. It's just going to open up
more doors, and I think everybody
benefits from that."
Both Rose and Menard are
concerned about keeping the current
philosophy and culture of JMU intact
despite a rat"e of growth not seen
since the early 1970' s.
Menard said, " IL's our intent to
count each of our students one by
one. The emphasis is always trying to
breakdown the appearance that this is
a large institution.
" I just don't think that numbers
a re that important," Mena rd
continued. " I don't think, 'Ob my
God, if we bit 15,000, the house is
going to fall in.' The problems are
not insurmountable if you've got the
right philosophy."
Rose said, "When we were at
7,500 students and grew to 10,000,
tbe same quesdons were asked. I
think we want to continue to suess
the liberal arts commitment of the
institution but provide other
professional opportunities for
students in careers."
"We want to make swe those two
functions complement one another,"
he said.
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Phlla.c»phJJ religion career night

o1

Tbe Office
Career Services is sponsoring a
Pt\iloiOpby and Religi011 Career Night on Oct. 4 from S-6
p.m. in Taylor Hall. lUI. 305.
•
A speaker from Career Services will make a
presenWion about possible careers for philosophy and
religion majors.
1be presentation will be followed by a question-andanswer period.

-
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P 0 L I C E
police reporter

The "1-'urious F l ower: A Revolution in AfricanAmerican Poetry.. conference begins today and concludes
Oct. I . The conference will feature keynote speeches by
Gwendolyn Brooks and Rita Dove, numerous critics,
round-table sessions and poetry readings, a "fisted
reading," and a finale combining poetry with music and
drama.
For more information, contact the JMU Honors
Program office at X69S3 or X63 10.

Lunchtime shuttle bus operational
A free lunchtime shuttJe service between JMU and
downtown is now in operation. Shuttle buses will run
between JMU and points downtown every half hour
between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. weekdays.
The city bus stops at JMU at Godwin Hall, Varner
Rouse, and Anthony-Seeger, Miller and Hoffman balJs.
Downtown stops are the city municipal building,
Valley Books, Rockingham County office building, North
Mason/East Market sb'eets, South Mason/Water streets
and North Mason Street/R.ockingham Memorial Hospital.
The downtown lUDCb shuttle is the lalest development
in an ongoing downtown revitalization effort by the
Committee for Downk>wn, co-chaired by JMU President
Ronald Carrier and Daily News-Record editor/general
manager Richard RJ. Morin.
The JMU Office for Off-Campus Living is
coordinating the bus routes with the City of Harrisonburg
and JMU. For more information contact the office at
X6071.

Alliance to hold planning workshop

The Shenandoah Valley Alliance ofllealth and Human
Services, which includes JMU as a partner, bas scheduled
a strategic planning workshop for Oct. 13 from 10 a.m.3:30p.m. at the Ramada Inn in Hanisonburg.
The workshop is intended to define goals and activities
for tbe next three years.
Facilitators for the meeting will be John Noftsinger,
JMU assistant vice president for academic affairs and Bob
Grimesey, principal of Spotswood High School.
Those interested in participating must register by Sept.
30. For more information, caJI X6850 or X6305.

Panel to discuss Internships
Students hoping to find internships in humanities,
sciences and social services are invited to a panel
discussion Oct. S in Taylor Hall, rm. 404 at 4 p.m.
The panel discussion wiU be presented by students who
have completed internships in humanities, sciences and
social sciences.
Topics addressed will be arranging internships, how
they fit with classes, and their relevance in careers.
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Destruction of Priv ate Property

Altercation

Poetry conference kicks off today

·!~
...

L 0 G

Sept 24.
• A student was referred judicially for allegedly vandalizing an
admissions parl<ing sign on BkJestone Drive at 1:58 a.m. Sept. 24.
The student also was referred judicially with underage
consumption ol akohol.

by Greg Froom
Campus police report the following:

"EWSFILE

-

• A Rockingham County ShenH's deputy reportedly observed an
altercation among students and a parent in Bridgeforth Stadium at
9:35p.m. Sept. 10.
The students were watching the football game when they
reportedly started jumping up and obstructing the view of a
student's father sitting behind them.
The father reportedly got up and pushed lhe students down
several times. The students then reportedly turned around and
pushed the father.
The situation reportedly degenerated into an altercation and
officers spilt up the Individuals. They sent the students to another
location In the bleachers.
Officers provkled the students with tnfonnatioo about how they
could file charges against t~e father. The students reportedly
declined to do so.
The report was delayed because the responding officer was a
Rockingham County deputy sheriff.

• Unidentified Individuals allegedly broke out a passenger side
window of a Ford Bronco parked in Z-lot at 9:45a.m. Sept. 27.

Bicycle Accident

Recovery of Stolen Property
• A campus cadet observed an uniclentifted individual carrying a
Dead End street sign on Greek Row near the Chi Phi fraternity
house at 1:43 a.m. Sept. 2-4.
The individual reportedly dropped the sign and Hed the scene.
The sign came from the Intersection of Maplehurst Avenue and
Hillcrest Drive.

• A 12-year-old resident of the Maplehurst neighborhood was
struck by an automobile at the entrance to K-lol at 9:10 p.m. Sept.
25.
The bicyclist was traveling south on the sidewalk by Theatre II
when he reportedly veered across the path of the automobile exiting
K-lot.
The operator of the car, a JMU student, reportedly did not have
lime to stop and was unable to see the bicyclist comlng due to tne
buHdlng obstructing the drive(s view.

Disorderly Conduct
• An unidentified Individual allegedly sprayed an Jrritant on the
• third floor of Eagle Hall at 6:14p.m. Sept24.
The irritant, wtllch may have been a pepper-based defensive
spray, caused residents to cough.
The floor was ventialed.

Destruction of PubHc Property
• t.midentified Individuals alegedly knocked down a light pole on
Greek Row at 12:39 a.m. Sept. 24.
• t.mldentified irdviduals alegedly knoclced down a light pole on
Greek Row near the Alpha Chi Omega sorority house at 9 p.m.

• '-'Table Talk" brown-bag luncheon with guest speaker
Byron Bullock. Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Main St.,
12:15 p.m.
• ''Re-engineering Distributed Learning Environments,"
satellite broadcast, a presentation of the Institute for
Academic Technology, Warren Hall Highlands Room,
l-3:30 p.m.
• EARTH meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 402, S p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU Center,
S:30p.m.
• Junior Class meeting, Jackson Hall. nn. 1-A, 6 p.m.
• Clean Up Congress meeting, Jackson HaJJ, rm. 103,
7:30p.m.
• "Prime Time," Campus Crusade for Christ weekly
large-group meeting, Warren Hall Higb.lands Room.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified lndMduals allegedly stole a Maryland license plate,
HOOPS21, from the rear of acar parked In K.Jot between 9:30 a.m.
Sept. 24 and 11 a.m. Sept. 25
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole a New Jersey hcense
plate from the froot ot a car par1<ed in X-lol between 11 p.m. Sept.
16 and 4 p.m. Sept. 23.
• An Individual allegedly stole parts from a bicycle parked at
Spotswood Hall between 7 p.m and 9 p.m. Sept. 25.
The individual was last seen carrying a rear tire and wheel, a
seat and a post north oo Mason Street.
He is described as a black male between 5-feet-1 1 Inches and
6- feet-2 Inches tall and was last seen wearing a green sweater.
The parts are valued at about $150.

Fraudulent Use of Driver's license
• A juvenile student was arrested and dlarged with fraudulent use
of a driver's license to obtain alcoholic beverages on Newman
Drive at1 0:38 p.m. Sept. 23.

Public Consumpti on of Alcohol
• A student was charged judicially with public consumption of
alcohol at Q.haD at 7:18p.m Sept. 25.

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• A student was charged judlclaly with I.M'lderage consumptloo of
alcohol and petty larceny In G·lot near the bus stop at 2:03 a.m.
Sept. 25.

POUCE LOG page 11

• Physics Seminar, "Laser Coollng of Gases to
Microkelvin Temperatures," presented by Dr. Laura
Peterson Ratllff. Miller Hall, nn. 109,3:15 p.m.
• William Styron, Visiting Scbolar lecture. reading from
bis work, Warren HalJ Highlands Room, 4 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Friday Night Bible Study, BSU
Center, 7 p.m.
• Outstanding Parent Award Essays due to Student
Ambassador Office, Taylor Hall, nn. 212. Essays must be
submitted by S p.m.

8p.m.

~ 11 I u rt !t1 _11

I

• William Styron, Visiting Scholar lecnue, "A Tidewater

Morning," Wilson Hall Auditorium. 9 a.m.
• Men's soccer, JMU vs. George Mason University,
Reservoir Street Field, 2 p.m.

S 1111 d t1 _11
• Women's soccer, JMU

.2

vs. Temple University,
Reservoir Street Field, 1 p.m.
• Latin-American Festival, sponso~ by the Hispanic
community of Harrisonburg. Westover Parle, 2-6 p.m.
• Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting, Taylor
HaJJ, nn. 305. 7 p.m.

9
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the speed which a senator is elected.
'There is no reason we should be
railroaded into appointing someone
thjs week." Pringle said.
Opinions differed as to whether or
not sending a senator to a leadership
conference is a waste of money.
Repn:sent.alive Kalias Muhammad
attended the conference last year.
"1 was able to use some of the
infonnation and initiatives I learned
from the conference and Incorporate
them into other act•vit1es I am

involved in, but the conference fast
year was not prone to student
government," be said.
Mabe said, "'t is a good time to
decide whether or not the conference
is valuable. This year it is a new
conference. and hopefully we will get
more out of it than in the past. We
won' t know until we try. There are
people with different opinions and
different ideas on how to get things
done. That's why we bave SGA."
Also at the meeting:
• SGA commiuee chairs were

appointed by Chairperson Protempore Danielle Bridgeforth.
They are u follows: Buildjogs
and Grounds, At-Large Senator
Cathy Manderfield: COIIUilUiliQdons
and Public Relations. At-Large
Senator Chris Smith; Qmiculum and
Instruction, At-Large Senator Ben
Rodgers; Finance. Rep. Kalias
Muhammad and Senator Ron Rose
[Shorts Hall] ; Internal Affairs,
Commuter Senator Matt RinaJdj ;
Multicultural Awareness. Rep.
l'lffany Johnson and Rep. Tamesha

Another preventive tactic used.
according to Onrber, is a lighting tour
which is scheduled this semester for
Oct. 6 . This allows maintenance
coordmators to get an actual look at
wh1ch lights are broken, where lights
need to be added and what trees
should be trimmed that are covering
lights. Also. twice a year a crew
mspects all lhe benches on campus to
c heck for splintered pieces or other
potentially harmful problems, Garber
said.
Despite the effons taken by the
university to prevent hazards, Sutton
said her class seemed surprised that
they were able to find so many irems
that could cause an injury.
"I t was the first time that [the
students of the class) were really
looking closely at things around
them," she said.
One member of the class. Shelly
McMinn, a senior health science
major, said she was surprised to
discover so many hazards that

initiaiJy wouldn't' appear to be major
problems but could ultimately cause
injury.
"Normally you would look at
something, and you think it wouldn' t
be a hazard, but it probably is," she
said.
McMinn said many of the items
her group listed were things which
people encountered in everyday life
such as uneven sidewalks or loose
bricks in the ground.
..There wasn't anything really
major tbat made me feel like I
needed to be reafly concerned,'' she
said.
According to
Sutton, if even the smallest potential
hazard is reported promptly, the cost
of repair can be far less than the cost
of injury.
·~lf safety hazards arc not brought
to attention. they aren't corrected
until something bad happens," she
said.
Chris Brosnan, a senior
management major, said he thinks
the existence of potential dangers on

campus are unavoidable.
"They do a good job here In
keeping campus clean and safe.
There is always going to be
something out there," he said.
Jennifer Featherston. a sophomore
occoun11ng major. agrees lhat the
potential for injury is inevitable in
every day life.
"Jus t walking along a straight
sidewalk someone could fall and
break their leg," he said.
A member of the health sciences
class, Jennifer Sternberg said
regardless of the things her group
discovered, JMU is stiiJ safe.
"JMU is really safe. The only
thing I found that wasn' t safe that
surprised me was the bad pavement"
Sternberg said injuries on campus
occur mostly to people who are not
careful.
"If you make yourself aware of
your surroundings, you can avoid
getting hun," she said.
Oarber said he thinks ri sk of
injury would be a lot lower if people

Fteeman; Student Senicea. Seo8lor
Jami Joncs[Waylmd Hall).
The cbafr for lk food Servicet

Committee wiU be appoinkd latet.
.• Voting for rreshmaD class offJC:etS
is taking place today on the
commons. Booths we open from 9-S
p.m., according to David Baker,
University Class Organization
sophomore class presjdent
• Pringle and SGA Parliamentarian
Cheryl Trent were nominated to
represent SGA in the Mr. and Ms.
Madison compeution.

• Lauren Webb. SOA lobbying
coordinator, commented on the
OUICOIIIe of voecr felilttllion Sept.
20-21. She said it wu oee of the
biQat rqistnliool JMU bas had for

a noo-plaidellial elec:tioD
Sbe also waab JMU 10 IUthoriz.e
some of their own students so that

they can reJister other students to
vote, a program many Virginia
schools already have.
"I believe this is the one big thing
students neglect when tbey are in
college." Webb said.

ROGER WOLLENBERG/stoffpltotogro~r
The steps leading to the Lakeside .,... cu be a safety hazard.

would pay close attention to the
construction sites.
If students are careful and
respectful of their surroundings,
potential for injury can be greatly
reduced, Garber said.

According to Sutton, since safety
hazards will afways be out there. it is
important to be conscious of them.
"The most important thing to keep
in mind is if you see something that
is a hazard, do repon it," she said.

Singles and groups o/2 and3 welcome/
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Partnership-------

continued from PIJI1fl 7

MAGGIE WELTEill.tmior pltt>tograplwr

'Not Me'
Rebecca Shllw, • ,..,...m.t~ve from Pa.nn.ct P...,.thood In Washington,

D.C., epnl~a In Teytor

Hell Tueedlry night. Her .,.........uon, 'Are you kidding

- not me' ... the ftnele for Sexuel Helllth Awereneu month. The .vent. end

ott. ectlvtiiM durtng the month, were~ by the Helllth Center.

Got a news tip?
~Call x6699

beautiful Shenandoah Valley;• was one idea
made up by Ramsey.
1be cities and'Coundes are also delemlining
what kind of businesses they want to attract
Ramsey said It is lmpon.ant to target specific
institutes, since inviting everybody to move
their business here doesn't work. The
pannenhip will have to decide what kind of
businesses they will try to attract, he said.
Having JMU as the headquarters of the
regional partnership will benefit JMU in a
variety of ways, Ramsey said.
It wiD help JMU work in its role as a state
university, he said, and it will give students at
JMU more business experience opportunities.
Ramsey said, "The partnership is a
legitimate part of JMU 's academic basis
because working with businesses and
organizations in the community is part of our
mission as a state university."
The partnership will also give new
opportunities for students to work with
businesses and companies and increase the
number of students who wiD gain experience
and be able to work with real projects and
problems in the bus.iness world. he said.
The partnership will also allow JMU to

expand credit courses in entrepreneurship,
starting your own business and economic
development, be said.
JMU will also help the partnership. Karen
Wigginton, director of the JMU Small Business
Development Center. said, "JMU offers a
variety of coordinating ~rces that will help
all of the localities in the partnership in their
economic development"
The partnership will also possibly help
alleviate unemployment in some areas in the
Shenandoah Valley, although. according to
Ramsey, the main goal is not to help
unemployment but to bring higher paying jobs.
However. in cities like Buena Vista where
the unemployment rate is 10.7 percent. higher
than the state average of 5.1 percent, according
to a July 1994 statement from the Virginia
Employment Commission, Buena Vista is
hoping the partnership will help
unemployment
Debbie Garrett, member of the steering
committee from Buena Vista, said,
"Unemployment and underemployment arc
serious problems here. We are Investigating
anything that we can do to get our name out in
front of potential employers, and the
partnership will do that."

f!tPu!i,£!JP9 -----------The student reportedly was not Intoxicated but
had been drinking.
Officers observed the student carrying a traffic
cone from a construction site . The student
reportedly threw the cone Into the creek upon
realization that the officers were observing.
• Two students were charged judicially with
underage consumption ol alcohol and petty larceny
at Hanson Field at 2:36 a.m. Sept. 25.
The students reportedly were not intoxicated but

had been drinking at an off-aunpus apartment
The students were also observed carrying an
orange and white construction barrel from the Port
Republic constructlon site.
• A student was charged judicially with underage
consumption of alcohol in M-!ot at 2:22 a.m. Sept.

24.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 28: 24
Number of par1dng tickets Issued between Sept. 21
and 27: &91

*LIVE BflrtD*
Every SATURDAY night 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.

"0 COVER CHARGE
(with student ID)
•EVERYBODY WELCOME•
WE'l l GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
Tffl Mfts ~~»y I10f Jee~~~llb rru/1 OrriP 10 f¥M you're~ of bfln!1
~ IHdtr But If you're 101¢ !iiiWI Mid~ ren ~ llfld • lol of
hMd ~ COIJd INtt> )01 In Olfictf ofi.Wtle And Off~Ct"T (~ItS
Sdtod IOOiJ 4 , . , _ )QI'fgtf, ciiMn 10 ptM ,ou·~ 9« ~' ,, lite
10 IHd I iff M ~ ~ lui o/ ~ 11J1 of honor Ati)Otlt Cln uy
lhfy'~ (}« w1J¥ If tMts 10 IJ. • .lrdf, IW'f ~you lfn 'loftlt:s 10 piOil' II

~
If you would like mo~ infottNIIOn about becommg a
~"ne Corps Offteer, see Captain Craham ar the Wa" M
C~s Cltnt« on September 22, October S, November 8,
and December 8 from 17am to lpm or call 1-8()().542585 7 m VA or collect 1-703·387- 1942.
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Dare•••
A dart to the JMU Administration for failing to
enforce safety laws regarding bicycle riding on
sidewalks. Bikes are vehicles and should be walked,
not driven, on pedestrian sidewalks! How many
more accidents have to occur before action is taken?
Sent in by a wallcer wlw would rather enjoy the
flowers than worry about being hit by a bicycle.

Pae•••
A pat of gratitude to the sisters of Tao Beta Sigma
and the brothers of Kappa Kappa Psi who give their
time to serve the Marching Royal Dukes every day
with a smile. The band couldn't survive without
you!
Sent in by someone wlw knows ·(hat iJ s no fun to
come early and leave late just to sweat and worlc. for
other people wlw sometimes don~ appreciate you.

Mr. & Ms. Madison back again
ust when all of us thought it was gone for good, the
Student Government Association and University Class
Organization joined forces to resurrect and revise the
competition that means JMU to every student. The
rsity Council unanimously voted to suspend the Mr. and
Ms. Madison contest after student Involvement faded and
problems were cited with the interview and selection processes.
But with the efforts of two student organizations and the
approval of JMU President Ronald Carrier and the Homecoming
Committee, this year's coronation is expected to be more
meaningful for both the coUege community and tbe "king" and
..queen."
The 1994-95 Mr. and Ms. Madison already have appearances
planned at Founder' s Day and Special Visitation Day, unlike
past pairs who just assumed the title and nothing else. Even
though the changes in format are intrinsically good ideas, witt
that solve the problem of lack of interest?
Aslc any stUdent wbo the reigning Mr. and Ms. Madison are
and then watch them rack their brains for some name. any name
they can proclaim. Is that the fault of the actual crown-wearingno-deed-doing Homecoming king and queen or should the blame
be placed on the contest and the people who organized it?
Neither. The problem is just plain simple - no one cares.
In high school, many young women dre.amed of one day
being the Homecoming queen and finding that perfect guy to be
her escort. In college. however, the dream changed from being
queen to being a graduate.
Sure you can institute policy changes and stick the token
representatives at university events, but will that make any
difference among the student body? No.
The numbers of nominees and voters dwindled, not because
the competition wasn't pubUclzed. but because no one saw any
real reason behind it.
Mr. and Ms. Madison are supposed to be representatives of
the university. How can they be leaders and encompus all
school spirit ideals when no one bas ever heard of them?lbe
candidates may be quite popular within their various
organizations, but do they reflect: 1MU as a whole?
The only such individual who can bave char title bequeathed
upon him is the Duke Dog. Duke Dog is whir JMU is alllbout.
not the man and woman who stand on the SO-yard line for a few
minutes of their lives and have their names echo from the
loudspeakers.
Those two people may indeed be outstanding leaders,
studencs and volunteers, but they shouldn't be labeled u "the"

J

male and female JMU-er. No one deserves that title, especially
since a minority of students vote for a Mr. and Ms. Maditon.
The size of the organization that oominates the contatants
often determines who will get the IDOSl votes. The more people
tn the nominee's student group, the more votes helsbe is sure to
receive. That's not what Mr. and Ms. Madison is supposed to be
about. but that's what it is, and nodling more.

The only people to whom this whole royal event means
anything to is the two people who actually win and those W'bo
participated. Students don't receive any joy of lcnowing their
Ms. Madison sits next to them in class or their Mr. Madiaon
lives in the same apartment building.
They would, however, revel in the fact that Duke Dog is their
suitemale's ex-boyfriend's fraternity brother's pmtner in a group
project. Now that is connection.
Of course the Ms. Madison compdition bas been around for
decades, even before men were allowed into this coUep, and
stopping something that has been such a part of the university
would be a terrible sbame to che past u well as a letdown for
future crown-seeking seniors and araduate students. But
preserving something just for the sake of COibluifta a tradition
is wrong.
Mr. and Ms. Madison sbouJd be a couple duit everyone wants
to have as their c:tesianated aymbols of what JMU was lilte in
1994-95 and all the years to come. Could a penon who pve
campus tours, bad a 3.S arade point averaae and served as
presidenl of their sophomore class be aJl that?
While it may be fun to have sucb a race for tbe crowD and
sub, that's all it is - fun - and it's only fun to thole wbo
participate. JMU would be oo leas an insdtution if we decided 110
throw out the stereotypical HoA'lecomina pqeant winnen.
Everyone would still have the same feelinp about the ICbool.
everyone would stiU bave the same amount of spirit and
everyone would still go to the HOIIWQlmiQI football pme.
Taking Mr. and Ms. Madison away for aood i1 doin1
somethina that bu alrady been done by tbe studcots. As the
number of in&elated pardclpants die out each yar, tbc meuaae
is qujtc clear that no one really cua about the compecidoD aod
that the compditioo. while defined aa encompMiiDa all JMU is
aupposed to be. doean't mean tbe same tbinato tbe ICUdalt body
u it does to thole wbo inlist we still carry tbe CIOWDI.

1M ltotue editorial nfl«u tJw vkws ofT'be Bnae etlilorlal
lxxurJ whiclt COtUi.rtl of 1M Nilor, mQitt'lfUtl .Jilor aNJ opittiort
Uilon.

Dare•••
A get-out-of elementary school dart to all the
Republicans and Democrats who beard Ollie North
speak and bad to resort to shouting and booing. I
commend you for your communication skills.
Senl in by sorruwne who was emba"assed to be
seen at 1M meeting and be associated wilh either
party.

PaL ••
A pat to our housekeepers, Linda and Vuginia. for
doing a great job and never complaining. What
would we do without you?
Sent in by 1M app~Yciative ~sitlmu of Weaver
HalL

Jhare•••
A dart to all tbe expensive plans to build bridges
and buildings for CISAT, a colleae tbat doesn't
really exist yet. Wby don't we spend IIKR on the
colleges that are established - some new bu.ildings
are needed. And parting lots and ~b are Mdly
needed. Seems these could be paid for by parting
tickets.
Senl in by SOJMOM who thinlu this piDce gets
mon backward every day.

PaL ••
A pet to D-Mil for fixing the waffle R*biDea so
tblt tbe wafflea cloD't ltict.
·s.t iR by......., wllo is wry ptllficJIMr . _ ,
1-1 •
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lncreaae knowledge of sexual self;
Sex Week to emphasiZe enjoyment
ToiMEclb':
Durina tbe wcelt of Oct. 3-7, EQUAL, IMU' a women's
libenl.ion and action poup, wiU be sponaorina Su Week: A
Celebration of Women's Sexuality. Althouah EQUAL
recoao.izes the leu positive aspects of buman aexuality
(~ prqnaocy, diteMe. sexual aasauJt. etc.), we feel that
ltls ~t to empbuize tbe IIKft enjoyable aspects of one's
sexuality as well. The purpose of the event is to encourage
women's obtainment of an understanding of themselves as
sexual beinp. 11 tbe core or wbicb is a polidve telf-iJDaae.
The week's evea11 include a diJawioa oonom•lin& erotica
and pon10111pby, a panel discussion about lesbian sexuality, and
an llltistic expression of sexuality on the commons including an,
mu&ic and poetry. There wiU also be information provided about
coonceptioa IDd latina reaourc:a.
We e:ocou,. people of Ill belief& to auend tbese event&.
Even if ooe does DOt have sexual inten:ourse or enJIIe in oc:ber
sexual activity, one ilsdlla sexual being.

author of the dirt did. I would like to ask that author a few
quadooa. Whal kind of ll'lleniCtion have you had with tbe Greelc
ayltelll IDd its memben? Has it been limited to the classroom,
10cia1 situations or both? Have you even had any, or aTC you
..,...kina from an observer's point of view? Do you bave any
Greek friends? Because perhaps if you did, you might have
more i.osiJht into beina Greek and TC81ly understanding what it
compria.

ina'edible and diverse group of women who have been nothing
but a positive experienoe in my life at JMU.
1 encourage the author of Monday's dan to put aside her
stereotypes and take the dme to delve a little deeper into what
being Greek is all about because what you often observe on the
surface is hardly ever a clue to the deep reflection of what is on
the inside.

Oreelta continuously contribute to JMU and the
HarrisoobwJ community in many ways. We excel academicaUy,
athletically and sociaUy. We maintain a higher overaU gradepoint average than non-Greek students and are active in many

GrtMIIa Martinez
Hnlor
political aclenc:e

Don't demolish history for fantasy;
use 'won't power' to boycott Disney

Anne Fomecbr
IEIIe PIIIIM
co-ooordlnMora
EQUAL

Don't stereotype Greek community;
sororities 'a positive experience'
To the Edtor:
This lea.er comes as a rapoose to the "anti-sorority.. dart in
77w Breeu on Sept. t9. The writer felt that, as Greek women.
we are "'stuck" and missing out on puler cbiltp in Ufe while
supposedly assuming ourselves better than odlen. As a mature
individual I respect ber opinion and her riJbt to voice it, but by
the same token r feel the need to express mine. dispel
stereotypes and ask ber to respect the choice many JM1J girls
have made to become Greet women.
I have been a member of a sorority since my freshman year
heTC, and it is a choice l have never regretted I have a group of
women who are friends, family and an undeniably strong
suppon system whose sisterhood is rooted in lladltion and
values.
As a member of a sorority and the Greet system in general,
I constantly run into people who stereotype Greeks just as the

aspects of campus Ufe. We contribute to Harrisonburg through
our community service which consists not only of physical acts
of service but monetary ones as well.
So what is it we are missing out on? We take the same
classes, participate in the same activities and belong to the same
groups that the non-Greeks do; and the only difference is that we
wear a set of letters that identify us as members of yet another
group. Beina a member of the Greek community does not mean
missina out or excluding yourself from others or excluding
others from your experience. Being Greet has never limited me
in any way. I have always lived with Grcelc and non-Greek
women. I do not distinguJsb between my friends as Greek or
non-Greek. They are my friends because of who they are, not
what organizations they belong to. Being Greek for me has been
about expanding my JMU experience, increasing my options
and learning about myself and others. If, as a Greek woman, I
am "stuck." or missing out, then I certainly would not want to be
any other way. 1 consider myself luclcy to have found such an

To the Editor:
The soul of America is under siege by out-of·control greed.
The threat is everywhere - from drug dealers, baseball players,
your next door neighbor who will tallc to a lawyer about a
problem with your dog before he wiiJ talk to you, and yes. even
from Walt Disney enterprises in its efforts to replace the
beautiful, rolling hills and historic baulefields of Northern
Virginia with another Anaheim or Orlando. Virginia does not
need a lheme parte - it alTCady is ooe - and it is currently
affordable to anyone who can pay for a tank of gas!
Sometime, someplace. the battle line has to be drawn
between the corporate world supported by well- heeled
politicians and the people. What better place for Americans,
from the North and South and the East and West to prove that
lhey can stand together in a banle to preserve something of our
American heritage for future generations, than the Manassas
battlefield in Virginia.
For most Americans, myself included, traditional 'politics
and ..getting out to voce" have proven ineffective. I have become
convinced that the only real vote you have if you are an average
American is to "use your won' t power." Personally, I gave up
baseball after the first strike, but baseball didn't notice- olhers
may join me, and they might! I now am pledging my personal
vote for the battlefields and rolling hills of Northern Virginia if Disney builds it, I won't go!
I suspect J may feel some pang of regret when my yet
unborn grandchildren aslc their granddad to take them to Disney
America, but maybe, j ust maybe, they will become more
responsible citizens from my explanation.
Richard Meade
Brockport, N.Y.

Flag-waving, Bible-swearing & coup d'etat
I'm in a club, earnest go-getter freshman that I am. My
club is called Clean Up Congress. The people in my club are
students at JMU, which is in Rockingham County, which is
in the state of Virginia. which i11-in a country called America.
This America has its problems, but it was founded on some
very admirable principles, like the one that allows my club to

The Moral
Minority

exiSL

I' m holding on to my belief that not all of the I 00-plus
College Republicans on this campus knew about this little
coup attempt ahead of time. I am, perhaps naively, holding
out hope that at least one person in that 100-plus boys' club
has a conscience and the guts to stand up for himself.
Because that guy, that lone College Republican who has
the courage to renounce what his clubmates did as wrong,
wiU be the one to come out of this thing most gracefully.
You see, because of what these few hopefully-rogue College
Republicans did, we've been forced to amend the
constitution of our club. Elected officers must now swear an
oath to uphold the constitution of the group, which clearly
stipulates that one of the group's objectives is to oppose
Oliver North in the I 994 Virginia senate race and any
elections he runs in after that.
1 guess we're thinking that even guys who have no
objection to lying and dishonesty as a rule might think twice
about swearing something on a Christian Bible that they
know to be untrue. (Then again, Ollie swore on a Bible
before lying to Congress- and he's actually seUing himself
as the good, God-fearing Christian candidate!) Truth be told.
we're all a Jjnle ashamed or this 08lh-swearing business; it
just seems so . . . Republican. But sadly, the ill-conceived
actions of a few hopefully rogue College Republicans have
succeeded in dragging us down a little closer to their rockbottom level.
Of course. Student Services ruled what they did illegal
and deciii'Cd our club's elections null and void. They also
TCjected our newly elected Republican "president's" attempt
to change the mission statement of Clean Up Congress to
read h endol'Sied OUver North. But that's the system. Most of
the time it works. It stopped the Jjule problem a11MU.
We'TC hoping It stops the big one on Nov. 8.

See, in America, unlike some less fortunate places that
-Chris Klimek
one could live, the people are allowed to openly express
grievances against the government. In fact, they' re
encouraged to do so because their complaints are part of the
system thai insures that the people retain their freedom. It's I sure wish they saw things the same way.
Because Clean Up Congress is still in its starting-up phase at
all explained in a document called the Bill of Rights, an old,
rottina, yellow piece of parchment th at is often sadly JMU. we welcome anyone to our meetings. We welco,ned a lot
forgotten by the same people who wave their flags and wear of people we didn't recognize to our meeting last week. We
weTC amazed at the turnout; there weTC upwards of 40 people,
their uniforms and claim 10 love America the most.
My club, Clean Up Congress, exists because one such twice as many as before. We were electing club officers that
person happens to stand a very good chance of becoming a night. a fonnality required by our club's constitution, as we are
United States senator in November. Yeah, it's that North guy but one chapter of a nationwide group. Imagine our surprise
again. and no, the BiU of Rights doesn't mean much to him, when a bunch of people we'd never seen before elected some
except for the Second A.mendmeot. and not even all of that other people we'd never seen before to the leadership postS of
-be dislikes the "well-regulated miUtia" clause, not that it's our club. At this point. we were more th.an a little suspicious, but
ever stopped any yokel with a driver's license from buying a we wrote it off as mere paranoia. What were we supposed to
think? That the College Republicans were staging a hostile
gun in Virginia. but that's another column entirely.
But Ollie's not in power yet. and so my club retains the takeover of our little club? It sounded just too ridiculous, too
rigbt to do everydtin& we can to keep him from getting tbeTC juvenile to believe.
But then, t.bese aTC the CoOege Republicans that we're talking
without breaking any laws aod without violatiq anyone's
rights. We eagerly, vigorously participate in 1M system; we about. Ridiculous and juvenile yes, and Draconian, too:
play by the rules because we believe that most people aTC Members are required to tow the J)811Y line and support Oliver
basicalq bonell. and dMrefore. by bein& llonest and playing North, or theY're out of the club. How's that for democracy? We
found out about their little scbeme when a careless College
fair, we ltand a good cbiDce of ICJdtviq our p.ls.
Repubti<:an, inebrilled with bolh drink and bravado, spilled the
I pess we're jOlt Dllive.
·· ~··tiM odaerclllb QClc....,..·callod dte CoUeae beans at a frat pany. How's tbet for juvenelia? I'll bet he
Rcpublicanl. Over in tbeir club, they'TC uyin& ~..-- Olheer ,vomited aU ov~ his white oxt.d shirt and beiae Hush Puppies
-~ t:~11"11!111ffhii'fn -lJi11ifimajOr1iig--rii-·'
a.op. tbe} r.u. but we rell*t tbeli ri&lil10 'aee11e MIIIICcJ ,..... Wd'dMB
Now, I pea I bava1't quite re.med my lesion yet bec8use
Engllsla 01ld mass cOtMtwaicatiOfL
do wlllll dley'te c11Jia1. 'l'lllal's democncy. 'J"'.r's the sysrem.
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Haircuts:
• Wet Reg. $16.00
... Ko•IH.oo
• Style Reg. $20.00
... Ko•$15.00
• Clipper cuts- nat tops
...Ko•IB.OO

Where do you go to find
the world's best gifts?

fntetnationallm~~ioM

Grand Slam Shifts
Available!
$7.00 per hour!

HAIRCUTS • PERMS • COLOR SfRVICES
"Specials fc:>r Students only"
We've JD.iaaed YC!UI
BriDg ad • bpirel October 29. 1994
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"Seeing this, my brother last year gave me Wtll, the autobiography of G. Gordon Liddy ... "
JW -

...,, GJnbl Lill41 ,.,. tJw
DMflltww llw GOP.
......., wM ,_ llw tiiCI ,.,.,.,.,., till t#Nu

*"""*" »

20,..,. •

"'-'a•• ............
.fo "' -

,..,.: acn. Utltly'l ~tl/~ . . .

Contention

lilly . . . MID .U J1C18 ..... t.. llld ID tboee wbo

aa ldllllly Wille ICIIII t,dcl. bul wlllll a 11'1111 way to break

... wiDe baale • dill ~ cobuaa. ADd witb your
llppllt llld lla.fNe &MhM -lllilb diOie cMc:b ..)'lble
ID MA1T WAltNEil- IMie-bere opfed p111e1 will 1000 be
........... 1Ja111 oldie free Wadi
So, Wily baw I alrady......-.1 you wttb lbe tint of m1ny
c.e lllldiel ot ~ rllymiaa? Bec:aue
we. lbe DrA h _..._.,._,.. Bmdy-&u.:b-WIIdlln&.
boola ltcopl. . IIIJ-Ood-wbJ·WII-1-bcJm.iD..clle.-disc:o~ JMU lll!dellla . . ., oaly Oeaeralioa Xers,
we're 11tB WATERGATe GI!NBRA110NII!
'11111'1 ....,... we bave lbe diltiDct priviqe of beiJI& able
eoaay:
I. •About the time IWII born, tbe ooJy prelident with an
·x· 111 IU - ... 111 omce."
2. ..~ the time I W11 born, tbe only praideol with the
l i l l i e - M I Clr Wll ill otftc:e."
Sedar tbb, my brother lut year aave me Will, tbe
autobio~pby of G. Gordon Liddy, tbe man wbo
1111111 ududed lite iaCamoaa WMaJIIe break-ill IDd wbo tot
locked up for about dwee yean for DOt tiJain1 a buncb of
c:oopeumen' s derriere~ dllrina Tbe W~~~erpte Inquisition ab. Hearinp.
AI the time, I knew two tbiflll about Mr. Liddy:
1. My brolber llid be wu bUd wtdl a big moustlcbe, JO
be looked '"evil"
1. Gordon Liddy bolaed a talk tbow for WJFK-PM in
wbic:b be libeled biae1f '"1be 0-Mta... - 10 wbicb. beina
tbe . . . . I am, I ••'e4icllly tboupt be WIIIOIIle kind of
Cl(pertontbeO.~
I read lbe ~oded about 30 JIII'CCIIll of it and
went UOUDd &elUnr everyone about how Liddy beld bis

-Matt Warner
forearm~ over open flamel in his lpU'C time to build up his Will
(IUid the Clpital ~ tbere), and how when be wu Joainalaps
in priloa one day be SlOmped on a dead rat about three times,
once duriDa acb lap, 10 ill guts came out its mouth and anus.
And beiDa a horror writer wbo'• ~ in tbinp Ulte how to

lkiD .mma1s llld wbo tbiDb tbe real-life ad'latisemenl. 1ltE
BCP-200 [c:remainl) PROCESSOR. WE PUT MORB INTO IT,
SO YOU CAN GET LESS OUT OP IT," is pretty damned
funny, I put Gordoo Liddy at the IIIIIMI'O-tlltO Spot in my book

as One Very Cool Guy.
But I did bave a beef witb him about bow be defended bis
activities by sa)'i.D&, "The endl jusdfy tbe means." In fact, all
u.eui,ence left me for a day beet in Pebruary, and I chalJeoged
tbe O-Man on tlu air. IGDd of stupid, since be' s a former
auistant district attorney, so in a way, I was doina the
equivalent of waJkina down the street at biJb noon and shouting,
"Come on, Billy I You're just a 'Kid' and don't know how to
shoot. In fact. you couldn't hit wlter if you feU out of a boat I"
It's sad, but I' m resigning myself to tbe fact that my epitaph
will read:
Here Lies
Mllltbew William Warner
a.t.a. JUST PLAIN STOOPID
UOoo't ask bis desceodantl about tbe goal incident."
... Okay, tbe JOlt incident: Wben I was about three, my
mom took me to a petting zoo. I even looked stupid that day:

Sbe bad me dreaed in tbis ridiculous sailor outfit with a hat
beld on by a Nbber cbin suap. Anyway, someone told me
tbal goats could be milked. So I, an enterprising youna lad,
walked over to the nearest goat and atarted milking him.
llw's right - him.
To c:banae the subject. I calJed Liddy and immediately did
two stupid things. 1be previous caU was from a man who
wanted advice because his friend was going to blow up a
buildina. so I told Liddy tbat my topic didn't seem too
impor1ant anymore. and tben - I swear, I don't know wball
wu tbinlting - I said, "Well, maybe it does."
&t~~pido number two came a few seconds later when I
tried to teJI Liddy bis autobiography was hard for me to
follow bccaute the events happened before my time. My tape
reveals that my half of the conYet'Silion went something like
this: "And things in it, and [unintelligible]. It was kind of
half-and-half as far as - why am 1 sitting here critiquing
your book? l, tbe reason I'm calling is that. ub.l, when I was
reading your autobiography, uh •••"
Finally, I sputtered out my question, and be gave me a
long speech about mahurt proltibitwrt, which I' m probably
speeling Wf'OII8. It boils down to saying tbal if you' re rushing
your prepwll wife to a hospital, It's all right to run a red
Ugbt and let tbe cops sort out tbe wrecks you caux. Ergo. the
ends justify tbe means.
Since I had nothing else to say, I told bim be was a great
guy and hung up, and thus ended my short-but-brilliant
career in broadcasting.
So, to make a point. I bid greetings to you, the Watergate
Generation. and I'm bere to tell you three things:
I. I may act stupid, but I' m really a nice guy.
1. I make lou of lists and,
3. the end$ of my columns rarely juslify, or mean,
anything.

Columnist Man Warnu is a senior mas.r commUIIicarion
major.
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Straight to the heart
For children infected wi~ HIV or eve\\ kids who have seen the
virus' effects on those close to them, life can be a lesson in pain
and alienation. That's where Camp Heardand comes into pt:ovide a carefree week in the sun.

camp Heartland counMiora were trained to deal with the phyalcllllnd emotional ..,.eta of living with AIDS.

by Angie Krum
contributing writer
For Neil Willenson, ll all began with a (ew wistful memories.
After reading an article in his local newspaper in the
Milwaukee area about 5-year-old Nile Wotrs struggle with
AIDS, Willenson, now 23. remembered his childhood, fuJI of
friendships. sports and after-school activities.
He didn't understood how his own community could be filled
with "such ignorance, such miscommunication about AIDS."
Nile Wolf was missing out on his childhood because of the fear
of several schoolmates' parents who didn't wam him associating
with their children. After the school bell rang, he bad nowhere to
go. no friends to play with.
Willenson contacted Wolrs family and offered to help do
anything, including babysitting young Nile.
The Wolfs eventually responded, and Willenson decided the
most beneficial thing he could do for the boy would be to sign
him up for summer camp, since that bad been his own greateS(
childhood memory.
However, with a three-year waiting list and "no IWtury of
time." WUJen.son said, "1 decided to swt a camp where Wolf and
Jdds like him could go and escape from their disease for a little
while."
But alas, "you don't just wake up one morning and say, 'I'm
going to sc.t a suouner camp,'" WiUensoo said.
Instead of becoming discouraged, he decided to devote his
energies toward lqaming more about AIDS.
Although WiUenson was never personally affected by the
disease, be said be had heard about it and felt that becoming more
familiar wilh all aspects of the syndrome would be beneficial
After finishing Ryan White's autobiography. My Own Story.
about his short life with AIDS, Willenson realized he bad to do
something to ease the burden of young victims of the disease.
So he started Camp Heartland.

The camp itself is a week-long summer camp with the fliSt
session in New Jersey and the second in Wisconsin. It's devoted
to children and their families who have been impacCed by AIDS
and the virus that causes it, Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HJV).

Camp Heartland uses the same staff for each location to avoid
the scramble of recruiting and educating a new crop of counselors
for the second session. The two locations allow the camp to draw
kids from different areas of lhe country.
JMU junior Jen Robbins. whO worked as a counselor at both
sessions, said the onlr dj{(erence between Camp Heartland and
any other sommer camp is "the presence ·or a medical staff and
frequent stops at 'casa de medicool,'" a nickname given to the
camp infimary.
As for suppon from local communities. there were not any
problems. The camp location was actually kept secret, even
though h was publicized through hospitals, the National Institute
of Health (NIH), located in Bethesda, MD, and Milwaukee AIDS
ProjecL

The camp's focm is "not on dying. but on living," founder and
executive director Willenson said.
He has a philosophy tbal kids "shouldn't have to fight AIDS
and soddy" and hopes thallhe camp can be a son of sbelttr from
the 5ligma young AIDS victims are often forced to endure.
Kids are often told to keep their disease quiet for fear or
backJash from communities, scbools and peen. The camp uotfers
them a childhood for the first time," Willenson said.
The first Camp Heartlaod ICSSion was in August 1993 aod was
funded with $30.000 Willenaon and his friends raised through
collecting donations and running AIDS educadon pf'OIJ1UDS.
Approlllmately 75 cbildren between lbe qes of six aod 16,
represendna 20 state~, atteoded. This put summer more lban 250
Jdds auended from 30 atates.
Tbt first session was held in Blairstown, NJ., from June 26 to
July 3, with • three-day funlly camp beld afterwards.

St8phenle Ray, •

I, . . . ..nong eome 250 chlldrwl who I"MM

The family camp enabled parentS to spend time with their
cbildren while ahariog a little bit of vacation time atooa with
otM impected (uniliea.
A seoood session was held in M.ilwaobc. Wis., from Aug. 2128.
Keeping in mind the incredible financial strain ot a a.pUoaJ
disease like AIDS, all the children attend tbe camp for free.
Everything is paid for tbrougb fund rai&iog by Camp Hartland
voluntcen, c:ommuoides and college campuses IUCb •IMU.
ln order to &end eacb cbild, $500 plus travel expenaes is
requited. An lirtino c:ompaoy c:aUed Air Ufe LiDiel wu a major
help In tnmpOrtin.g tbe kidl from their bome to tbe camp for free,
Willensoo aaid.
1bJa orpoiziUoo conailu of ~ wbo ruo p:i~ planes for

.
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...,.,._ ilaow the Virplia coordinator for tbe Heartland
PNject, wldelt-'rimarily iuvolva coordinatJna fund-ra.isina

Hillside and Village ball council community service
represeowi ves.
The project raised over $3SOO for the camp.
Robbins also organized a fund raiser with a showing of the
movie '"Philadelphia" In Grafton-Stovall Theatre last semester
and cotJected donations from hall councils at the end of the year.
The $.5000 raised al JMU alone. aJong with transponation from
1
Air Life Lines, sent seven 1dds to Camp Heartland last summer.
But, fund raising aside, the most direct way to help young
victims of AIDS is to work with them hands-on.
After her efforts to raise some cash came to a finish with the
end of the 1993-94 school year. Robbins went to camp.
She worted as the aquatic rurector during lbe summer helping
ldds learn how to swim and play water games. Robbins clearly
remembers one I0-year-old boy who was afraid of the water.
She put him on ber back, led him into lbe water and helped him
swim
Robbins said that after the boy had overcome his initial fear of
the water, he shouted. "I'm so happy!"
The experience of dealing closely with AIDS patients was
Robbins' first. but she said the lines between bealthy children and
those infected with the virus soon blurred.
"You're just being told they have AIDS; you don't see it," she
said
A summer working with AIDS patients isn' t without its shan:
of beart.ache, though.
Adam Russell. of Michigan, died the first day of camp.
Infected through a blood transfu sion due to his c ase of
hemophilia, be was just short of his 15th birthday.
Counselors are trained to administer grief counseling to the
campers and to each other when a child passes away.
Camp Heartland has lost three children since it started, but
there are thousands more to
reach. "As long as my heart can
take it, I will be active."
Wil&enson said, ''They're kids
first, diseased aecond...
Though they enjoy a veil of
safety at Camp Heartland,
many kids face prejudice and
danger from uneducated
surrounding communities.
Some children's homes were
firebombed after they went
public with the disease, forcing
them to move, Robbins said
There's also more direct social pressure. Many kids with AIDS
have to fight to go to school or to play on a sports team.
This is even man: difficult for children because most of them
contncted the wsease through a situation that was beyond their
control.
Por kids, hemophilia is the most common way of receiving the
disease. Basically, hemophlliacs are missing a cbemiea.l in their
blood that triggers clotting processes when the body is cut or
bruised.
Tberefon:, a potential rusaster looms whenever a cbild suffers
some sort of injury. But the danger of coming inro contact with
tainted blood didn't seem to bother Jen Robbins or the other

Her llwa•-ot.a.--.a--t with the financial end of Camp Heartland • counselors.
''They're full of life. They are not dying of AIDS; they are
bepa io Pebruwy. wben sbe held a Dance-a-tboo with lbe

living with it. It's not getting lbem down. They played hard and
laughed hard and shared more smiles and hugs than any other
bunch of kids I've ever met," Robbins said
After talking to 12-year-old Ryan Chedester. who attended
Camp Heartland, one can see what Robbins meant when she said
"they're normal kids.''
Ryan listened. answered and sounded just like any other 12year-old boy.
He is now in the seventh grade and says that his community and
peers don't treat him any differently. Ryan was infected with the
HJV -virus through a blood transfusion.
The boy, from Louisiana. heard about Camp Heartland from his
mother when he was in the hospital wilb pneumonia. Fonunately,
he recovered and made it to the camp just in rime to fall in love
with climbing a 25-foot wall for his s kill activity.
Ryan enjoyed " meeting new friends" and sa id he loved
everything about the camp "because it was the best week of my
life."
Grant lewis. 14, chose to go 10 Camp Heartland with '8 friend
and "had lots of fun," he said. His favorite pan was the "cool"
counselors who seemed to be ''really down to earth. I didn' t have
to worry about AIDS for a week," Grant said.
Lewis went pubhc about the disease in the summer of 1990,
right after he found out he was infected. His community totally
supported him.
He leads the life of a normal ninth grader, except for a trip to
Washington. D.C.• every other month fo r treatment. He enJoys
the company of his 5-year-old brother and ~year-old sister.
Lewi s, who lives in Missourri , wants to be an airplane
mechanic when he grows up and said he has "a lot of time to
think about it." He plans to go back to Heanland next summer.
Apparently. the ca mp has Ins tilled a new courage and
confidence in the heart of
some of its participants.
Excited about educating
Ameri ca, nine children
infected with HJV. seven of
thei r mothers a nd si x sta ff
members
from
Camp
Heartland will be coming 10
JMU on Oct. 21 and 22 on the
"Journey of Hope" tour with
three CBS news station crews.
The tour will start at the
Hard Rock Cafe in New York
City and will be traveling down the East Coast to Disneyland
giving educational presentations on HlV and AIDS.
Educating people on the nalUre of AJDS is a buge step toward
gaining acceptance for those who an: living with the w sease ,
Willenson said
He added that "education is vital," and he commends the JMU
campus for being "extremely supportive."
Right now Camp Heartland is looking at a potential campsite in
VlrginJa. relatively near the NTH.
By the way, Nile Wolf. now 8, remains an inspiration to camp
directors. He voiced fears that if a cure for AIDS is found . the
camp will no lonaer exist and was assured by Willenson that
reunions will be held when that day comes .
Jen Robbins can be contacted for more information on the
camp. being a cou~lor or monetary contributions at 433-6253.
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE.)

fbJ Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.
'

fbJ Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?

fbJ Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.

fb

Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it The Lost WalletSM Service can get you
emergency cash: a new card usually within
24 hours and help replacing vital documents.
•Based on ~~~~ ash IJne
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~tudent builds monument to Jewish holiday
THE BREEZE Thursday. Sept. 2Y. 1YI.J4
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by Simone Flpla
contributing writer
Caught in the grind or classes, university
scbeduJe and social events, students often
develop a tendency eitber to observe religious
boUdays quietly on their own or to forget them
altq&etber.

But freshman Scou Miles decided to
celebraae the holiday Sukkot a little differently
than most Jewish students. He observed this
holiday by introducing the 1MU community to
the traditional sukkah.
The sukkah is a sbUCrure built to reinforce
tbe Ideals of Sukkot. Those ideals include the
sharing of wealth between fortunate and less
fortunate and the joy of the knowledge of the
Torah, the learning of Jewish history, Milos
said.
It also simulate$ the primitive shellers
occupied in the desert thousands of years ago
after Moses lead the Hebrew slaves to freedom
from Egypt, in what in lcnown as their exodus.
Miles' sukkah took four hours to build Sept.
19. immediately before the holiday began Sept.
20. The observance of Jewish holidays starts at
sundown the previous night.
1be sukkah is located behind Miles' suite in
Garber Hall between two outdoor walls, which
make up part of the structure. Two bed sheets,
twine purchased from Mr. Chips. pine branches
and leaves fortify the temporary building.
According to Jewish doctrine, the perimeter
of the sukkah must have three defined walls; at
least two walls must be full. and one may be
partial.
The roof, or sechack, has stricter
requirements: Its thickness must be at a level
that provides more shade than light but must be
U'allSparent enough to allow worshippers to see
the stars at night.
Though non-Jews can participate in the
consuuction of the sukkah. placing the sechack
on the structure is a somber religious rite and
may be done only by a Jew.
In observance of Suk:kot, Miles must eat all
of his meals in the sukkah, and he encoutages
his friends to join him there.
It is a mitzvah , or good deed, to share
because historically, it is said that without
sharing, only the stomach feels good. It is not a
true meal without goodwill and generosity,
Miles said
Some of lbe rules of food consumption may
be a little difficult for some students to
understand, but he said people have generally
been understanding and appreciative...When I
had to explain to one of my friends that. be
couldn't eat Gummi Bears in [the sukkah]
beause they contain gelatin and aren't kosher,
be actually apologized to me," Miles said.

J

PHOTOS BY MAGGIE WELTERJsemor photographer
FJMhman Scott Miles, left. d lsu.... study of the Torah with his friend, Joe DeJarnette, on Monday afternoon. Miles has been
written up four tlmea for Mfety violations the location of his s ukkah, outside Garber hall, has allegedly caused.

He sleeps in the sukkah at night, often
accompanied by ballmates.
Freshman Mike Schwartz braved a night in
the suk:kah and reported, ..It got a little cold in
there but otherwise, no problems. It was fun."
Miles' sukbh can bold about six people
within its walls, but the Talmud states
metaphorically that, ''The entire nation ...
should dwell in one sukkah."
According to Miles, student reactjons have
been positive.
Tbe resident$ of Garber have been supportive.
and be has yet to have a major run-in with the
1MU grounds aew.
However, he has been written up four times
due to safety violations the sukkab's location
bas allegedly caused.
The window SCTCCn from one of the donn
walls adjoining the sukkab has' been left open
for reentry by the participants, and two chairs

[Jewish] campus community," he said.
from the dorm are being used to provide
furniture for the visitors.
Miles added, though, that apathy is not a
surprising result considering Jews are just like
..Basically no one has a problem with the
sukkah being out here," said Garber resident
any other culture: products of their
adviser Dave Wilkerson. "We just have to
environment.
document security violations."
Logically, if no one seriously encourages
Even so, slight repercussions from the
them to gain religious knowledge, that
searching spirit is never learned, he said.
university have had lillie effect on Miles'
dedication to the celebration of Suk.kot.
"People aren't learning enough. We need to
Though this is the first sulckah he has
stan exposing Jewish kids to their culture at an
personally built, Miles has been studying the
early age . . . We need to educate them," Miles
meaning of Judaism and its holiday traditions
said.
since the age of 13. Despite being raised in a
Bat mitzvahs and bar mitzvahs usually occur
at ages 12 and 13, respectively. They signify
Jewish home. Miles began to take a serious
interest in the history and culture only once be
the achievement of spiritual adulthood, and
started to educate himself.
Miles said that by the time a person has
..When religion is forced upon you, you don't
reached that age, he or she is responsible for
really embrace it. especially at an early age,"
knowing and abiding by the 613
he said ...After I
commandments of
joined a Jewish - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - the Torah.
youth group, I "UJ:
He said that the
learned sincerity.
Jewish community
"When you're
"
should assist in that
around people
process.
uwe are responwho have studied
it [Judaism] and
sible for the future
who understand it,
of Judaism," he
you become more
Scott Miles said.
interested."
Since Miles has
Miles continued
builder of sukkah obtai ned
some
his self-education
expertise on the
with two trips to Israel
subject of Jewish heritage and can read and
The first of these was an educational vacation
understand Hebrew, a religious career may
seem inevitable.
that Included visiting Jerusalem, organized
However, Miles, a mass communication
prayer three times a day and a stay with the
lsraeU anny, which Miles said offered insight
major, isn't so sure he wants to enter that field
into the secular world.
professionally.
"We got to shoot M-16's," be said.
At the very least. he said, he will continue to
During his senior year of high school, Miles
educate himself and others, building a suk.kah
made another trip to Israel, spending February
every year during Sukkot in an effort to help
and March taking part in an intense program on
others better understand Judaism.
Jewish history.
The construction or the sukkah is not merely
Oncle be got to JMU, he found this culture a physical ritual to the Jewish faithful - Miles
and history much harder to come by. Given
said it is symbolic of the ideals that should
that JMU bas a proportionately tiny· Jewish
govern everyday life.
According to Torah, the activity is a reminder
population, about 300 out of nearly 12,000
students, Miles finds that it's often easy for
of how precious security is. "DweiHng in the
students in the religiOUJ minority to become
sukkah can make us feel vulnerable and
~h!eic IOWIId their relilionu~ ... and wbat cau "We' lum from
., would lite to brine more excitement co tbe tbis ~?''

rre are responsl"b/e fior the
future of Judaism.
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Prize-winning author speaks
by KarmBitz
coltlrlbiUing writer

A

"""""irjon

Puliuer Prize-winD.in& author will

brin& hiJ wort 10 life 11 JMU. And,
those wbo bear him read his work
will aain a alimpse at the human

CMnclen will speak lbrouah lhe voM:e of
lbe man wbo crealed than. lhe man who formed
lbeir aaialdes ow of Soudlan ldlin&•·
William Sryn. will rud from bil ftO"el. A
Vuibk Dtulua••• on Sept. 30 at 4 p .m . in
Warren Hall Hi&hlanda Room and from his
most recent wort. A Ti*wllkr Jlorllilll. on
Oct. 1 at 9 a.m. in Willen Auclilorium.
In A Viril* Darbw#, Sly!OJ'l c:on.&ona bil
own alcoholic depre..lon. '"A Tidewater
Mornina" il hil fint aovel•ince Ibis depreuion.
Jeane No.tnadl. proleuor of EnaJiJh. uid
'"Sryron may u.. theM two WOib to abow a
connection between these two staaea of his
writiq."
Sbe said the chmce to a• fint-band inli&ht
from IUdt 1ft esteemed IIUibcr il nn.
'"I think it's a oovel opponunity to have
aomone of hi• caliber, and he is a major
IOUthem wri&er of the 20cb Cenlury, cuneiO our
o.npus... abe said.
Ranted amona the be.t American writers

alive today, Styron is weD-known for his novel,
Tlw COII{Uliotu of Nat TwMT, which won a
Puliu. Prize in 1968. In this work, Styron
eaten 1M mind of a slave who &oes on a
ramp1p tiDin& the only people who were ever
k:iJw:l ., him.
Ria novel, Sopltie' 6 Cltoice, in which he
llbows a worMD men&ally destroy herself after
sa&:rificin& a child in the Jewish Persecution.
woe him a Nllional Doole Award in 1980 and
wa made inro an award- winnin& film in 1982.
Styron is comin& to hi&hliaht the North
Clrolina-Virain.ia CoUqe f.n&lish Association

meecin&-

Hil visit is co-sponsored by the NC-VA

CEA. lhe Pai cbaplel' of Sipa Tau Delta, an

read from hia own worlcs."
Styron. a native of Newport News, cummlly
Uvea in Roxbury, Conn. He is coming to
Vir&inia exclusively for the conference. He is
lhe fint major writer to apeak at an NC-VA
CEA conference.
1..-t C•h. a professor of En&lish at JMU, iJ
the current president of the NC-VA CEA. Each
fall the president of the association hosts lhe
annual meeting at his or her respective
university.
The NC-VA CBA provides opportUnities for
discussion of lbe place of lanauaae and
literature in the American colleaes and the
concenu of English scholan in their capacity as
teachers.
.
Membership is open to all college Enalish
professors in the at.ates of North Cuolina and

Eqliah honor society and the JMU Student
Oovemmeat Auoc:iabon.
Preeident ol the Psi Sicma Chapter of Sipna v· inia.
T.u Della. Michael Evenon. said Styron's visit
"'ouowina Styron 'a readina, NC-VA CBA
..... rrom ..., increuiD& inlcreat arnona JMU board member, Nostrandt wiU read 1xr paper
...... in So!Mhem lilerabn."
diacuuin& the parable of the family in the
JwUor Alina Sheftidd qreed..
modem world as secn in Styron'• 1M Dowrs ill
Sbe said, ..11 will be inlereltin& to see him D•btus.
read his own worlca and elaborate on their

maniqa "
Noatrondt said audience members will
benefit from hearina his reading• . ..I think
studenla wbo ll'e anxious to learn will learn
about the writ:in& ibelf by hearift& the wrilet

Alao readin& their own ideas on Styron's
writinp are Rbocla Sirlin of Queen'• CoUeae.
and Zacha'y Miller, who pduated from JMU'a
EnaJiab ar.tuate school in the aprina of '94.
Admi11ion is free 10 JMU students and
members of the o\JIIide community.

COUilT!SY OP WILLIAM STYRON

WIIUem Styron, euthor of the Pulitzer

Prtza wtnnng novel, ..The Confeuklna

of Hilt Turner,• whlapeek et JMU thla
WMkencL

Yoga: a class of breathtaking relaxation
On the way to my fint yoaa class, visions of pretzelahlpecl people IDd aoanda of llnnp cMnbn& filled my bead.
I had beerd yaaa WM a put way 10 relieve stras and relax,
to out ol c:urialily I dacided 1D pve it a try.
AI llllleed lbl cluaoom md looted 11'0\RI. I noticed a
preuy IIM1.l clua that b.ad IUI'Ded iD lllenlion to me. Just to
IIUib sure. 1 ubd lhe iaalrUCfer if this was Ill inaoduction to
yoaa. lnd wben abe replied tba1 it w-. I waan't completely
relieved. I peu I WM alitlle Dlei'VOW.

Style
Commentary
-'lkadPryor

wu a little afraid of hyperventilatina. but lhe instructor
uaured us Ibis would mt Jwppat. Bread\ of Fire reminded me
ol wlw 1..-nue must be like, but il definitely increased my
enerJY level.
The majority of yoga class wu dedicated to different
stretcbea and flexibility exerciJes. Theae exercl~e~ were quite
reJnin&. In fact, I wanted to Uike a nap riaht then and there.
But I manapd to stay awake and wu pleased ID see that the
stretcbea helped to relieve neck lnd beck tension u well.
Besides offerin& lbese benefita, the alretdles were act:ually
preay Dell and fun to try. Tho inslruc:tcr Jive the class words
of enc:ouracanent since the 11rdehea didn't come very eMily

ro everyone. I wu one of those students who found them 10
be a tad more cballenginJ than the rest and for that reason
liked au.emptin& them.
Jd I tried different exercises, I realiz.ed that many of lhe
yo&a stretches were inspired by nature and modeled after

animalJ.. Perfonnin& the lazy stretch of a cat lnd the alither of
a make were definitely new experiences. I must have looked
a tittle freaky u I tried to arch my beck like a caa. but I was
willin& to auempt this in hope of Jaining the entire yoaa
experience.
My inlec:urity soon paued when I realized everyone else
had lheir eyes cloted u we performed these slcills. At this
time I was also relieved that while some
people looked lito professionals, others
loobd just u c:on.fUied u me.
Near the end of dtu we laid flat on the
and wilh our palma facina up. ensered
into the corpse position . In this pose I
concentrated on settin& free any of my
body•• neaative streu. This is easier said
thGl done. I found it quite a c:hal.1a)ae to try
ID rid my body of pusure.
Maybe IN. is an exercise tbl1 jult takes
practice. Perhap~ once it il mastered, the
practitioner is on a pMh 10 ae.lf- diJcovery. I
wondered
whether
the aeemin&
profeuioftala ia the elu.s Ml beJUft down
this pedl.
AI for me. I don't feel as if my fint yoaa
experience wu especially enliahrenina or
that I cliJcovwed my inner ae.lf, but tbo clua
was a unique experience. It was a
refreabin& allemalive 10 &he usual fonna of
eurciae lib aerobic~ or .ioJiinl.
Meditation mclaelf-e•uniaation miaht
not IOUDd 100 dJrilliq at f:iN. but )'Oia. u
a form of Nlaallioa, -~a c:bmce.
I am &lid I lelmed eome ..,.. tbinp dw I
c-. do on my own in lbe fuGae. The next
time I a•t really boued down with

noor

bcmewort. the corpM
prelly ilrriliDa.
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Applicants must~ gnrllaring in Decenlh:r 1994, May 1~or August 1995
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Excluding Promotional Items
(Expires,· lO/ 15/94)

AwJications rrust te returred to Wu:effi:e, Room 112 by 500 pm, Friday,
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The Downtown Lunch ShuHie schedule is as follows:
(Bus Marked Downtown, Available to all students, faculty & staff)

J.§

~~
'95 Gary Fisher's
are here and
they are

~

1994 ADVANCE
LIST PRICE .......... $415.95
CLOSEOUT .......... $339.95

1995

MARLIN

LIST PRICE ......... $415.95
CLOSEOUT ......... $339.95

?

~

OFF

434-6177

~

.
WHO
••.
. Snxients inle:lesaed inWHO'S
awfying foc Who's Who inArrerican UniveJSities arxf
. Co~sboukf ~up ~,f&ri~$ial ~,officeoftreASSociate Y1ce .
.
. President fa SnxbltAffairs, W~'Prire, Roooi 112

Any Item Over $1.50

~bfo~=:

. .

?

?

Harrisonburg s Only YogLtrt Store

5~0¢~

~

Godwin
Varner
Anthony-Seeger
Miller
Municipal B.
Valley Books
Rockingham Co. Office
N. Mason/E.Market
S. Mason/Water
N. Mason/RMH
Miller
Anthony-Seeger
Hoffman
Godwin

11:35
11:37
11:39
11:40
11:42
11:44
11:47
11:51
11:52
11:53
11:54
11:56
11:58
12:00

12:05
12:07
12:09
12:10
12:12
12:14
12:17
12:21
12:22
12:23
12:24
12:26
12:28
12:30

12:35
12:37
12:39
12:40
12:42
12:44
12:47
12:51
12:52
12:53
12:54
12:56
12:58
1:00

1:05
1:07
1:09
1:10
1:12
1:14
1:17
1:21
1:22
1:23
1:24
1:26
1:28
1:30

.
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Cafe provides Simple Pleasures
by Misty Watrous
contributing writer
Walking into the coolness of Simple
Pleasures Cafe, we had no worries. It was a
lazy night meant for enjoying the simpler
things in life, and one glance into the softly lit
dining uea told my companion and I that we
were going to enjoy iL

come with the expected g rease.
The arrival of o ur mozzarella s ticks
prompted us to order. It was a difficult
decision, but I finally seuled on the ba.ked
flounder stuff ed with c rab, while my
companion, who usually leans toward an
Italian taste, chose the manicotti. Both dishes
came with a dinner salad . Rolls weren't
included which surprised me.
While we were initially pleased by the

addition of s alads, in all honesty they were
sorel y lacking . T he s lice o f green pepper
BlTanged meticulously in the middle of the few
leaves of lettuce did li ule to conceal the
sparseness of the salads, and we were done in a
few short bites. Aesthetically at least. they
were pleasing.
When the main courses arrived. aesthetics
were again a priority. The d1she) set in front of
us were beautifully arranged. On mine, the

REVIEW
It was a m oment before our waitress
greeted us, and we took the spare time to look
a round the restaurant . It was small but
s tylishly furnished, from the plush green
c arpet beneath our feet to the g lass.covered
tables that reflected the soft glow of the tmy
lamps.
It was not long before we were led to a
table near the back of the dining room .
Beneath the gl"s on the tables, we found
cream-colored lace table cloths, which added
10 the quaintness of the place.
After our waitress filled our water goblets,
we took some time 10 scan the menu, which,
among several dinner courses, offered a rather
wide variety of soups. salads and sandwiches.
The prices were reasonable, w1th the average
price o.f a sandwich $5 .99. The diverse
ch oices made me think that the restaurant
might be a good alternative for lunch as well.
After a few moments of hearty
deliberation, my companion and I o rdered
fried mozzarella sticks as an appetizer. Upon
their arrival, we discovered that they were
c ooked perfectly. The crispy o utside and
chewy inside impressed us, along with the
surprising fact that this fried delight did not

CARLA K OMICR!co/llribullllg pllclograp~r

Simple Pleasures cafe, located on University Blvd., serves a variety of
appetizers, main dishes and desserts.

glistening noundcr was centered perfcclly on the
plate. It was probably beuer on the plate, though .
since the fish was swimming in buue:r.
Putung worries about my cholesterol level
aside. the taste was d1stinct, as Oounder always
IS, and fresh. A few biles into the c rab s tuffmg
proved 10 be equally as navorful. though a bll
spicy.
My only regret was that the body of the
n ounder sull contained bones, wh1c h meant I
had 10 pay auenuon so I would not swallow one
of the small shards. Although 1 enJOyed the d1~h.
I did not think it merited a price of S 14.95. I
realize seafood can be upensive, but the bones
and buuer certainly took away from the
experience.
Dessert proved equally satisf)tng The paece
of Snicker bar p1e we delved into v. as dell~ lllU' .
Served w1th whapped cream, the p1c '!> altcmatmg
layers or smooth chocolate and creamy peanut
buller formed a taste nvaled only by the nchnc~.,
of chocolate mousse.
By the end of the night, 1 was rclu~.:tant lu
leave the qu1et, relaxmg atmos phere of S1mplc
Pleasures Cafe. Wh1lc the dinner price~ were a
liule high for a student budget, they we re mH
exorbitant hy any means.
The selling is, howeve r, a step up from
restauraJ' I( like Pargo's or Ruby Tuesday's, that
serve similar diShes. In spite of the liule thmgs.
hke the bones in the f1sh and the absence of
dinner rolls, the evening had been qune
enjoyable.
Simple Pleasures Cafe certainly lived up to 1ts
name. In a society where much emphas1s IS
placed on speed and efficiency, it is good to fmd
a restaurant like this one that offers a leisurely
meal.
Simp/~ Pleasuru Caf~ is locat~d at 498
Universily Blvd ira Harrisorrb~Vg.

The Joshua Wil ton

House

Inn

c1 11d

Qcstourilnt ~

~CAFE
OESIONED FOR CASUAL DINING.

• sunroom and patio
• affordable dining
•
•

•

• homemade breads and desserts
For fmc
dining,
take a step
back. into
history at the
I00-year-old
Victorian Mansion.

• rotating menu
• unique bevt rages

• no reservations

1921 SOUTH HIGH STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

(703) 433-2585

JAWA
130

$749.00

Craig and Roberta Moore
are noted throughout the
Shenandoah Valley for their
excellent and unique cuisi ne.
FINE DINlNG HOURS
TUES- SAT 5:30-CLOSE

Reservations suggested

.

!\ -

This is a egal moped - You DO N need a
driver's license, helmet or tags to use this moped.
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Theatre group brings
family entertainment
by Alicia Bryant
colliTlburing writer
Fans of popular children's tales should take
great delight in the Ame:ric:an Family Theaae's
(AFT) premier presentation or " Pippi

I.Amgstocking."

Liule Mermaid" mede AFT popul• locally, and
this is why Weaver decided 10 uk them btck.
He said, "After last year's performance, 'The
Liule Mermaid.' a number of children and their
parents came 10 us and said they wished we
would host more family shows. Because of this
and lhe excellent reaction of the audience 10 the
show, lhis yu.r we decided 10 host a series of
AFT performances."
1be JTOUp will return 10 J~' J in November 10
perfonn "Aladdin and the Magic: Lamp" and in
M.-cb 10 perform "Dinosaur Mountain."
AfT hu been a critically ICCJaimed producer
of family entertainment nationwide and
throughout Canida for m«e than 23 yeua. This
yu.r they will perform IS different 1hows and
re•ch over 2.5 million people. Harrisonburg
re.sideniS and JM U srudents are among them.
This month's performance or
"Pippi Longstocking" should
draw a crowd from the
Harrisonburg
community,
Wuver said. He hopei 10 aanct
a few JMU students as well.
Weave:r said. ..AFf puts on
such wonderful performances
that we want u many students as
possible 10 be able 10 experience
~
them."
In hopes of ·gaining the
anention of more swdenas, the
College of Communication and
the Arts has created specially
priced tickets for anyone

Opening with singing and dancing, the play
begins at Pippi's home, where the young orphan
is introducing herself to two new friends . As the
show goes on, audience members will be
entertained by Pippi's mischievous SlUnlS and
tactics 10 escape an adoption agency that tries to
take her off the streets.
Ths play, based on the stOry c:reat.ed by Astid
Lindgren. is not the first form of family
entertainment at JMU. and it marks a return
visit for AfT.
Jerry Wesve:r, assisllnt dean of
the College of Communication
and the Ans and organizer of the
event, discovered this theatre
group when he was at u art
convention choosing group 10
come 10 JMU. In an anempt to
entertain the community on
JMU's campus, he invif.ed them
here to perform "The Little
Mennaid"last year.
'-rbe first time I tctually saw
AFT perform was at an annual
art convention in New YoTk
City. During this convention,
theatre companies had the
auc.nding JMU. These tickets ae
opportunity to showcase their
performances, and AFT's.__.....-c::··ev
half of the oriainal price,
bringing the cost down 10 $5 per
definitely stood out among all
ticket, and will be available 30
the rest." be said.
The performance of "The
JAYRAWXINSI*I'~rtirtminutes prior to the show .

!l(?

art
• "Architecture: Selections from the Kathleen Ewing Gallery," Oct.
3-28, New Image Gallery: Zirkle House.
• "Artwork by jauan Brooks and Christine Amick,'" Oct. 3-14,
Artworks Gallery: Zirkle House.
• "Installation by Terri Smith," Oct. 3-14, The Other Gallery: Zirkle
House.

• '"Pippi Longstoddng, w 7:30p.m. Sept. 30, Wilson Auditorium.
• "'Wait Until Dark/' 8 p.m Oct 5-8, and 2 p.m. Oct. 9, 1neatre D.
•Musical "She Loves Me," 8 p.m. Oct. 18-22, and 2 p.m Oct. 23,
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.

.

Hlll.'llC
eOaudia Andenon, guest flute artist, 3 p.m. Oct 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall.
•John Chiego, guest double bus artist, 8 p.m. Oct. 4, Anthony-Seeger
Hall.
•The Red Star Red Army Oorus and Dance Ensemble, 8 p.m. Oct. 6,
Wilson Auditoriu m.
•Ownber Orchestra, 8 p.m. Oct. 11, Wilson Auditorium.
• Paul McBnderfer, violinist. 8 p.m. Oct. 13, Anthony- Seeger Hall.
•Pop's Concert, 8:30p.m. Oct. 15, Convocation Center.

• Furious Flower Poetry Conference, Sept. 29-0ct. 1.

HOW ~0
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Check out Breete Advertising
For rate i nformation call Jonathan Rhudy at 568-612.7
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by Mike Wlllot

SIII/I wriur

The same situation seemed like
deja vu for Maryland head coach
Subo Ciaovsti. Only this time. lbe
Tempins were on the winning eod of
it
After battlins off the fourthrmked DIIJira' auact for 89 minutes
of play, die Terrapins capitalized on
a last·minute soaJ by senior forward
MaJcolm Gillian to win 2-1 .
In last year's matchup, Maryland
blew a commanding lead after a lastminute goal from JMU.
"It was a good game by two very
good teams," Cirovski said. "We
needed to pounce on big
opportunities the same way that JMU
did to us last year."
Cirovskl approached JMU head
coach Tom Martin after the game and
sa1d, ..Tom, I feel for you. It
happened tO US, tOO."
Perhaps more severe than the loss
itself was an injury to senior forward
Brent Bennett. According to Martin,
the JMU All-American will be
sidelined for three to four weeks
resulting from a pulled ha.rnslring in
the first half.
Maryland lifted its record to 6-2,
while No. 4 JMU dropped to 7-1.
The loss by IMU is anothei game
in a hi story of struggles Dukes'
teams have had against the Atlantic
Coast Conference foe. posting a
dismal 2-10-2 record over the last 20
years.
The Dukes snatched a 1·0 lead
early in the first half, as junior
midfielder Patrick McSorley

ROGER WOLLENBF.R.GistajfphotograpMr

Senior forward Brent Bennett reln)ured a hatMtrtng In the first half against Maryland on Tuesday.

connected off a rebounded shot in
from of the goal.
Maryland tied the score 10
minutes later, when senior rnidfielder
Jason Lipka lofted a ball from
midfield, sailing over senior
goalkeeper Brian Bailey who was 12
yards out of the net.

" He misjudged the ball by the
wind," Martin said. "We should have
been ready for that. but it didn't
happen."
For the remainder of first-half
play, the JMU offense wu shut
down.
" I told everyone that we're

fortunate to be here at this position at
halftime." Cirovski said. "Now, we
have to capitalize on their mistakes."
The Terrapins' ball movement
improved in the second half, causing
JMU defenders to drop back more
than usual.
"We moved the ball around very
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well and had a lot O'lOC'e rhythm in the
second half," Cirovskj said. " But
that's what you have to do against
good teams."
With under 40 seconds remaining
in the game, junior defender Dan
Ensley attempted to trap a low ball
and came up empty.
After Ensley missed clearing the
baJI out, Gillian saw the opening and
burned the JMU sweeper, scoring
past a diving Bnan Bailey.
"Both goals definitely came on
mental lapses." senior mldfielder
David Villareal said. "Aside from
that we played well, considering that
two of our key players were out.''
Bennett, who has already scored
10 goals in seven games. reinjured a
tender hamstring before halftime.
. Junior midfielder Kaarlo
Kankkunen, who sat out again st
Maryland, is doubrful for next week
as he recovers from a herniated disc.
Despite the fact that Kankkunen
and Bennett formulate two strong
elements in the JMU offensive
attack. Martin said hi s younger
players will have to get the job done.
"New people will have to step up
without Brent and Kurio," Manin
said. "We're still going to play the
same style."
The Terrapins entered yesterday's
matchup coming off a 3-1 upset over
then· 12th-ranked Duke.
Looking at the game from the
Dukes' perspecuve, Cirovski said
that he empathizes with JMU's loss.
"That's the kind of heartbreaks
I' ve had with my team last year,"
Cirovski said. "For us to be on the
other side, it really feels good."

lt's a return to winning ways
as Dukes blast Greyhounds
JMU needs less than an hour to dispose of Loyola
by Jerry Nledzialek
. contributing writer
The JMU women's volleyball
team got exactly whal they needed
when they defeated Loyola College
In three straight games Tuesday
evening at Godwin Hall.
"We really needed this win," head
toach Mary Harrington said. " We
tained confidence and worked out
Ole kinks after our tough road trip."
The Dukes bad struggled of late,
losing all three matches in three
ames at the Hoosier Classic. Sept.
6-17 in Bloomington, Ind.
JMU rebounded to down Radford
On Sept. 13 and Delaware on Sept. 21
'before losing matches to George
\Yashington and West Virginia at the
George Washington Invitational on
Friday.
After such a see-saw trip. the
Dukes came home ready for victory.
Loyola never really tested JMU,
"'ho won the first two games 15-9
and 15-10. then shut out the
Creyhounds in the third game to seal
!be decisive victory.
JMU was led by junior Debbie
frince , who had nine kills.
Sophomore Kristle Davidson and

freshman Shelley Vignovich both
had eight lciUs for the Dukes.
Prince. who earned all-tournament
honors at tbe George Washington
Invitational, said the team came
together against Loyola.

" We played really
well and gained a
lot of confidence. "
ZoeA.a.utas

volleyball co-captain
'"Thls win gave us confidence and
team unity," Prince said. 'The game
flowed much better."
The win improved JMU's record
to 8-10 and dropped Loyola's to 1·9.
Harrington said she's satisfied
where the team stands at this point in
the season and Is looking ahead to
future games with anticipation.
"We are right on target at this
point ," Harrington said. "The
conference schedule is coming up,
and I'm confident going in."

Senior co-captain Zoe Anastas,
who had seven kills Tuesday
evening, also feel s good about the
team's chances.
"We. played really well and gained
a lot of confidence," Anastas said.
"The game was flowing very fast,
and we bonded as a team."
Anastas' comment about the flow
of the game could not be any more
accurate with the match lasting Jess
than an hour. Players noted the
improvements the team has made in
the course of the season.
Prioce pointed out the imponance
of finisrung Loyola orr when they
had the opponunity and never letting
up. Harrington said that the shutout
in the third game was important for
the confidence level of the squad.
"The s hutout means a lot,"
Harrington said. "We have a tough
road schedule, and with a few
conference matches coming up, it

meant a loL"
JMU now goes on a tough eight·
game road trip and begins conference
play. The Dukes will not play
another home match until Oct. 28
and 29 when they take on UNCWilmington and East Carolina
University.

MIKE HEFFNERiphoto tdllor
Sophomore Krlstle Davidson, who had eight kills Taesday night,
dives tor the ball In JMU's three-game wtn over Loyola.
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Th~ Br~•~•

would like
to welcome
Tracy Ring,
aa a new
Advertising
Account
Executive.

1994
Green Valley
Autumn

BOOK

FAIR

OVER 250,000 NE\N BOOKS
ALL AT 60% - 90% OFF RETAIL
Current Best Sellers, Literature & Fiction, History, Cookbooks, Children's,
Reference, Self-Help, Science, Health, Computer Manuals & More

Two

Weekends

OCTOBER 1
OCTOBER B

Only!

&
&

2
9

• (!JfU!#I' s~ 9 a..m. - 9 p.m. •
• (!JfU!#I' s~ 10 a..m. - 6 a-.m. •

Green Valley Book Fair, Inc.
Located between Harrisonburg and Staunton, Virginia in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley.
Take 1·81, Exit 240, turn east on Rd . 682, and watch for the green BOOK FAIR signs.
Less than two miles off the highway.

(703)434-4260
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

Picks of ll1e lNeek
Allson Boyce
s pons editor
6-'Kl
21>-lli-0

Craig Nev. man
managing editor

~UkcWissot

(}-'\.{)

"'h.fl

l'i-19-0

.!'i I'J·Il

'\\)()

~lH

')(II-!

Colorado
Notre Dame
Alabama
Washington
Georgia Tech

Texas
Notre Dame
Georgia
Washin gton
NC State

Colorado
Notre Dame
Alabama
Washington
NC State

Colorado

DaJias

Washington
Miami
lA Rams
San Francisco
New England

Dallas
Miami
Atlanta
San Francisco
New England

Craig Landis
assL. sporb cdltor

1.1... "1.."t:k
~a-.cm total
\\'inning pt'n.l:nt.tgl·

Colorado at Texas
Stanford at Notre Dame
Georgia at Alabama
UClA at Washington
Georgia Tech at NC State

Dallas at Washington
Cincinnati at Miami
Atlanta at lA Rams

'i.(l-0

U-1.2-0

-r

Miarrti
LA Rams
Philadelphia
Green Bay

PhiJadelphia at San Francisco
Green Bay at New England

Okay. so maybe picking Arkansas-Memphis last week fell under the "Who cares"
category But hey spons fan . that turned out to be a great game! Memphts pulled out the
16-15 win. Of course, that was no surprise to the predictors. since Craig L. was the only one
who picked them.
Spcakmg of Mr. Land1s, the 9-2 farHa\) tl> over for now. He ~tumhlcd h1~ wa) tn u 5-(>
record last week. dc~pttc that gutsy lcmph•., cho1cc Poor ~t il-e ha' hecomc the nc-<t '1cllrn
of the alphahetical order rule. and for the fir.t time m \\!CCI-'>. Cra1g N can take h.., h;ll ofl
and "all- aero~ the Qu;nJ with pndc
The P1cks of the \\eel. ere" would hi-e to thanl. <~II of )OU who h<~'c !tuhmllted
apphcotion~ to he gue\t predictor. The) ha\'e truly hccn the highlight Clf i\li,nn'!- mad l.llcly

I

1''f""ee"
'5 FOOTBALL . . .

Head coach Rip ~herer
is 8-4 agamst nationally ranked 1-AA t.eams.
He will pullhat record 10 lhe l.e$t ~gaimt the
6th-ranked Toniers. The Dukes Ire coming
. "off a loss against New Ham))$hiro where
they came baok. from 14 points down only ro
miss a 40-yard field goal with 0:02 left.
QuarterbaiCic Mike Cawley is second in total
offense only to BU's Robcn Doughcny,
who averages 307 yard~ a game.
Unebac.lcen Brian Smith and Billy Jotuuon
are out this week wilb injuries.

Dukes notes:

Data: BU, a

run-and-shoot team, is
coming off a 30-15 win ovc:r ViUanova, their
16th-scraight regular season victoty, tying
!hem with Georgia Southern for the seeondlongeJt. streak in l-M history. QuArterback
Robert Do~gb c:my had thrown 111
· consecutive passes without an iruetcepdon
~ore a VtUanova DB picked one off lan
week. BU lineb.-:lce:r Jose Conde lUffered a
ligament injury and wiD not play.

Rip says: ''They played • good player
asamst us when Dougherty wu .sick last
year. and he tore us to shreds. Now you put
a guy back their who was conference player
of the year •.• so we've got out bands fulL
We can't Jet tbetll b leed us witb puses
tmderncath. B U ha& a finesse offense, but
they're a tough, hard-nosed football learn:·

Standioas
U
24
91
117
49

88
114

New England Dhisioo
K
Qxmll U
.tA
BoSl()n U.
2-0 3-0-0 45 7
. New Hampsh.ire 2-0 3-0..0 75 50
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Comecticut
Maine

J-0
2- l
1- 1
0-3

frf'stoo~ek's
results
:30, Villanova
lS

Dallas
Mian'll
LA Rams
San Francisco
Green Bay

Washington
Miami
LA Rams
San Francbco
New England

Notre D~un~:
Alabama

SPORTS
HIGHLIGHTS
• Wellness Wednesday program - " How to

Mld-AtlgpUc Dly!slon
K
D.u.t:ll1 U
William & Mayy 2-0 4-0·0 69
Riclunond
1-1 3-1-0 92
Delaware
1- 1 2-1-0 103
James Madison 0-1 2-1-0 83
Villanova
0 -2 2-2-0 85
Northeastern
0-2 04-0 64

UCLA
NC tate

Colorado
'\olre DJilK'
Alabama
\'\'a...,hington
NC Su.tte

.l'"

start an exercise program" at 12 p.m. and
''Nutntion" at 7 p.m .. Taylor Hall, rm. 203.

atl p.m.

Dave Scoffo m .·
aw Gary c.Lvk
play at}MU in 1 9H.~

(except for the weekly Appalach1an St,He lootball rclca~es . No. JMl no longer pia'' thl.'
Mountamcers. and ye~. we think they're ruhbtng 10 thnt 21 -potnt comeback from Parent-.
Weekend 1992). We'd like to introduce you to JUnior Dave "B1g Guy" Scoffonc. the
mhah1Wnt of the far right po5itinn thi' \\t:eJ... Da\e had one import:mt reason a<. 10 '' h\ he
de\ervcd to he hc\towed wuh ~lll'h an honor· " I've h\!en a J\ll 1 'J1Nh lan 'incc thl.' ac~· n l
mnc I \tancd hcmg a l.m "hen m} hrother entered J~tl 111 1%.' I .t.tuall) '-'Jtched c•.u,
Cl.~rJ... un P.ucnt•,' \\'ecl.end 'RJ \1> ha.,l.eth.tll heroc., ol the p;N h,t\C tndudcd ·n on Bcw,·
Brent. Ben Gordou. Johnn\ :\e,,man (J~1l 'cr,•onl Stc'c llond .md Fe'~ lntn · I hl'
predll'lllr' aren't \urc \\ htl .til the'c people arc...u they ll)!un: he n.:all\ mu't h\! a f<tn Butl.lll
Da\C p1~ k "tllllCI' 1 It', oka\ tl he cnn 't
Jll't
i\l1h· and Cr.tig '

RECREPORT

Dukes vs.
Boston U.
Game: JMU at Boston Univer,i~ Oct. 1

ports writer

2+0 65 28
2-2-0 45 59
1.J.o 83 ss
()...4-0 59 107

N~w Hampshire 20, Cormecticul. I9
Ma.ssachuJetts 20.Main~ 14

Ridu:nclnd 23, Nonheutem 11
Brown 31, Rhode Island 29
William .t M 45, Virptia Miliwy 7

ware."· Weu <kfteJ ' '

Del.

This week's schedule
Delaware atMaine

Jamea MldiiUI ar Boaoo U.
Rbo<k Island a1 Man~CbuKUs
Richmond at Villancwa
Coaoecoaa *' yale
New llimpthirear Holslll

William .t Maty at Virpnia
GRANT JERDlNG/stDff artist

• Happy hour Friday at 5:15p.m. at H1llstde
fitness center . Sept. 30. Country line
dancmg.
• Self-discovery sencs OcL 4. You can learn
about Shamanic Journeying in WarTcn Hall.
rm. 403 at 7 p.m.
• Yoga - Mondays at 12 p.m. and
Thursdays at 5: 15 p.m. in Godwin Hall, rm.
205.
• Tai Chi . Thursdays at 12 p.m. and
Wednesdays at 5:15p.m
• Logan Fitness Center - newly rcdestgncd
workou t facility located tn basement of
Logan Hall.
• Timex Fitness Week- from Oct. 10-14.
Pre-regisler fo r Timex Fitness Week m
Gowin Hall. rm. 2 13 from Oct. 3-7.
• Rackelball - enlries open Oct. 3, sign up
WarTen Hall, rm. 300.
• Tennis instructional clinic registrauon in
Warren Hall, rm. 300 on Oct. 4 before
noon. Free with JAC card.
• Volleyball- Sign up Oct. 5. Team
capta.in's meeting in Zane Showker Hall at
5:30p.m.
• Outing club - Sarurday and SWlday the
Outing club is going skydiving!! For more
info please call Alice or Karen al 432-0759.
Next weeJcend: horseback riding.
• Men 's rugby playing aglllSt Radford al
home Ocl. I at 4 p.m. on Godwin Field
• Marlial arts club - Open meetings on
Mondays and Wednesday$ al 7 p.m. m
Godwin Hall, rm. 217. Call Rob at 433

3651 for more mlu.
• Field hocl-e } cluh dcfctllcd Lo\o l.l
College I 0 ll ..:alhcr lnkma n ~'ored
wmnmg goal ass1sted by Wayne Rtgg.;,
Next playing UVa away on <kt. 2
• Men's soccer club plays Va. Tech av. ·~
on Oct. 2
• Women's soccer dub plays UVn. nn Ou
2 on Warren Field at 12 p.m.
• Lacrosse club play<; on Oct. I and 1 at 12
p.m. at Bridgeforth Stad1um and G(l,l" •·•
Field.
• The JM U water polo team tool.. ,c, • •
place at the 2nd Annual Hillbilly Cla$''' t
Knoxville, Tenn. The Dukes fac,•d 1 1 • ·
seeded Floridn Slate m the champcons '1 a1
match, losmg 1 1-c

~~
• J M U sophomore '- de n de Windt an •
JUnior Man Rowe teamed up to wm the
Fl ighl 82 double\ compc.:tillon at the Tar
Heel Invllallonal men's tcnnJs toumamenl
Thursday lhrough Sunday. It was then
second doubles toumamenl tille in as many
tries this fall. and lhey improved thetr
record 10 7-0.

MEN'S GOLF
• The JMU men's golf team slipped from
second to • tie for fifth place after cardmg a
310 o n lhe second and final day of the
Virginia lntcrcollegiale State Championship
Tournament. The Dukes' tow of 602 ucd
them with Old Dominton Virgm•a won the
11 -team tournamenl wtth a 575. and
Virginia Tech was second wuh a 5Q I
Senior Scon Graber paced the Dukes "" 'th a
carcer-besl 72-74-146.
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Recy

\IVALKEA
Manufacturing- Distribution
Part-time openings • Flexible hours
Weekends available

$7.00 PER HOUR STARTING WAGE

effort by
The Breeze is
as
used
recycling all
we can all give
newspapers.
pages for the
something back.
nearest recycling agency.

Apply at local Virginia Employment Commision

d!•!E~

An Equal Opportunity Employer

fibers uses
paper.

Making
twice as
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Reduce.

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't aO'ord to save for retirement?
T he truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last :~o to 3o years or more. You 'll want
to live at least as comfort<tbly theo as you
do now. And that takes planning.
B,v starttng to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider thts: set aside just $too each
month beginning ar age 3o and you can
accumulate over $t38,:to9* by the time
you reuch age 65. Aut wait ten years and
you'll h.ave to budget S:to~ each month
to reach the !'arne goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement. you can count on T IAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith Oexible retirement and tax-deferred
an nutty plans. a diverse portfolio of invest·
ment choices. and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.5 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have 111ne and T IAA-CREF working on
,vour stde.

Start planning you,. fut-ure. Call ou r En1'011nunt Hotlint I 800 842·2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it ...
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Callie

ood quality. Price
. Call AcMnll tor Info,

... -...............
3.

,..... r•••n•11Dfto.
- Fumlehed,
Ccllgl
~---.

S1*n, S200mlo. ~

AoDIIINII ...... I0 . . . . 1-M
houM- ...... ~.1200.

<433-1101

FOR SALE

x=•·

Brewtng kite - Mette, llope,
booke. Call Tom at 432·

4-BR condo - Hunter'e Rickie,
Immaculate. eacrlllce, 182,800.
(703)2ae.'t184, (703)289-9877.

ce...,

white 1171 BIIW 1002Call Pat, (H)568-18!58 or (W)M7042.

•

Trek ao mount8ln bile - 2 mo.
old! Toe dill. bet endl. S2851obo.
cal ScoCl. 433-8088.
1~ ..... ....-..-WIIh
8CtMfl top- $15, like new. 434·

5883

HELP WANTED

._. w e .-. a go frilt a.t

""' a Pftcell a.,.,_, Canctm.
Jamelca, Pa~~~ 9_1!fl Gr11t
expeMiaf (800)67H388

•10CIIIIt ~lble- MeHI~ our
circulars. For Info call (202)He·
8015.

··--··

Now hlrtng
for mo.t poeltlona.

Flexlble·echedullng.
Apply In peraon.
1510 s. ...an St.
CniiM ahiDa now hlrint - Eam
up to S2®o+lm o. worlclng on
erulae ehlps or land·tour
companies. World travel (HawaH,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Seuonal & lutl·tlme employment
available.
No
experience
neceeaary. For more Into call
(208)834.()488, xC53251 .

ST\JOEHY' HOUIINO
ElaceleniiiWtlbilei"C ()ppof1\riy

(703)0W424

Attention - Excellent Income lor

Ken~- bfolcef

Tutor• needed - For all JMU
. . . . . . . . Stopby~
& Student Devetopment Center,
Wlne·Prlce Hall, rm 189 lor an

8pplclllkln.

. . _ . Ortll In at.unton -Is
poeltlona. Walt, bus.
oook. Call (703)886-0656 after 12
p.m.
•

hlnng tor an

home aasembly work. Into,
(504)646-1700, Dept. VA...ao&.

Skydlve

Orange!

Come

.. SkyOiYe Ofange. Cell (703)942·
~71 lor brochure. Ask about
stUdent ctacouniSI

ZTA - Follfleld wa1 a btaatl Also,
a belated congratulations on your
recognition as tile best chapter In
the !VIIIon! nKA
The Little Grill - Omelets,
blueberry pancakes. huevos
rancheros, breakfaS1 burrito.

s.

Show you
care.

F..utng Ylllioullludtnt .....
AXO - Our betated thanka to you
as wei lor the attemoon at Purcell

Recycle this
Breeze.

nKA

SERVICES

I

PERSONALS

National DJ Connection a
Karaoke! Melroaa, lormala,
patleal Clll433-0360.

CPR claeaee - Call Heartbeat,
I nc., 432· 1770. First time &
I'ICif1ltlc8llo
•

F....twnan pal'ldng - Lot next to
JMU. Call433·2126 after 5 p.m.

Sweetpea - You truly are the
sunahloe of my life. TFA

•

[

I

rnt

The Little Grill - Vegetables,
hummus. felelel , carrot Juice,
whole food.

Protect the
environment.

A belated thanks 10 the three
studs who played at bid
celebration. Thanks a lot guysl
Al:T

1
I .

", I

lJ

'

•

~

r I '

,I . ' : ' · . :

•••
••
••
••
•••
••
•

433-2300

featuring:

01'11 Nardi a Sona of tcarua
Sponsored by PCM

JAVA HUT
COFFEE HOUSE
8 p.m. Sept. 30
at Wealey Foundlltlon
690
Muon St.

Wentedl Ameltca's tutest growing
travel company now seeking
Individuals to promote trips to
Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas,
Floltda, Padre, Barbados. Eaale$t
way to travel lree, lantaslic pay.
SUnlptah Toura. (800)426-n1o.

Loet - Red aplret noteboOk In
MoOdy Hall, rm . 101 II found ,
~cau Katherine, 434·8554.

e-10p.m.
CenW F0t Off-Campus UYing
Taylor Hall, 11l floor

Whltefoot - Who llvtl to 1Ctr1
down orange peels ol medlocrhy?
Shine on.

WANTED

LOST & FOUND

SEPTEIIBER 30

The Little Grill - Breakfast, lunch.
dinner. Tueaday· Sunday. 434·
3594. Love.

FOt more tnfonnetlon and
INI-..c. ,.,-dint the
ltweetlpdon of tlnenclng
bualneu oppcwtunltlee A work·
at-home opportunldee, contact
.... BeaerlueiMulknau
Inc., at (703) loU-1415.

- 'Thanb tor another fun &

Good tude to al fraternities & their
rush. we hope rs fUnl Love. IK.
OOFF£E HOUSE

LMderltllp Training- Leader$hlp
& management training o«ered to
freshmen & aorhomores without
obligation. Cal Army ROTC, Lt.
Tom Cer18on, at568-6284

NOTICE

Earn 1100 or more weekly
~~at home - Send
long 'BASE to Country Living
Shoppers. Dept M18, P.O. Box
1nl, Danhlm Spltngl, LA 707Z7.

A~A

SUCICIIIaful JIJ.A·Thonl Al:T

plua set-up

Typist - Accurate, reaeonable,
computerl1ypewrlter, rush Jobs.
434.,.947, or pager, 568-0774.

shirts. profit $383.60, Rlsk·lree.
Chooae from 19 designs. Free
catalog, (800)7()()..42150.

The Uttle Grill- Poelly, Uleatre.
folk, rock, punk roc:k. 434·3594

HOT TUB RENTALS
Uven up your next pertyl
PKSPAS
432-7979
Weekends from $99

Buy, aelll trada l Baseball,
basketball, ootball, hockey, nonapona. Dukes Sportscards, 1427
S Main St. Phone 433-DUKE.

aaiUO - 8ell72 funny college T·

Vending ...tetant needed- 2

11rty moml~; Monday-Friday.
atartlng ~5 . 17/hr. Vending
&wvlcel,
.

Un....,

(100)32-TAAVB.

poelllonli open. muat be availble

overall edul:donll COil
Call
AMity

Seve lt1oulandl on your

................ 'II - Amel1ca's 11
ll)ftng IHMk company! Cancun
S.hamea, Daytona & Panama!
110% loweat price guaranteet
Qlgenize 15 friendl & travel 1,..1
Eam hiQheat commlsalonal

433-3111

• JMU Camous I S.Main St.
Port Rd./Market St.
·······~····························
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30 Thursday. Sept. 29. 1994 THB BREBZB
£-•

Come ezperlelaee the ultimate
adnatan - Sky DIYiJict Bat
baatnactloa • pdcee. Ana'•
moet ezperleaced wtnacton.
lloet eoaftmeatly located to
JIIU. CaD (703) 942-3871 for
broehan. Aak about etuclent
dlaeountal

U.S. Parachute Associat1Dn rated sto.ff - stnce 1978
(.

STUDENT .SP
SUNDAY NIGHTS
9:00 p.m. - UNTIL

.
'

I

3106 South Main St.

Per game
with student I D

.-

I
I

,

1

I

.
I

.

.__

I

.

!!J u.S.~al~

·r,

For once, acut iii
educational ~ending
· helps stu.~. .
,,

For further information visit

.

]MU Bookstore

Warren Hall • 568-3989

~
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. .. THE BREEZE Thursday. Sept. 29. 1'994
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CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson
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NIGHT UFE/ Mario Nozzarella

VERISIMILITUDE/ Brent Coulson

DumBFoUNDEDBY HIS ax>D Fof?TtJNE:,

CYcLOf'S COIJLDN1T BELIEVE His ~E.

,

II

* NO Charge for Delivery
* NO Coupons Necessary
~ NO Charge for Deep Pan Crust
* NO Charge for Checks
* NO Hidden Prices

DAYBIJFFET
Sat. & Sun.
· 11 a.m.-8:30p.m.

Med.Jum
Plz:z.as
{ up
to 3 ~pplngs)

4 FREE Dri.n.Jcs ~

$1106
plus tax

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
11 a.tn. - 1 a.111. Sun. - Thurs.
11 a.tn. - 2 a.tn. Fri. - Sat.

4 ·3 3-0606 ·

'

Cloverleaf Shopping Center

-••••••••••-•9••••••••

•-·-~••••••••••••••p•••••-••

..,.

Medium 2 or 3 topping

and 2 FREE Drinks

J.arF 2 or 3 topping
aod i FREE Drinks

